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to the great novena came. There exquisite union with him; and if we
was a sound as of rtishing wind, and were slower, graver, less occupied
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tongues of fire came down upon them, and less precipitate in our spiritual
I
doubt
if
one
so
base
as
I
Whene'er
and they were filled with the Holy life, we should feel this more than we
Shall share with heavenly"choirs their Ghost; and from that day they went do?
Joy serene,
Mark the words well, slower,
forth with gladness and simplicity of
This thought brings sweetest solace to my
graver, less occupied, less precipitate
heart,
God.
What
or
praising
is,
soul,
That thou, my Mother, art the angels' who is, that Holy whose presence in our spiritual life. Let us leave
queen.
could make it well for the Apostles for a time our ordinary portion of
Martha, and take with Mary the betNo seraph form, to human weakness strange, that their Master should leave them?
He is the Lord and Giver of life, ter place at Jesus' feet. Near to the
The regal sceptre holds in that high
place,
says the Nicene Creed. God the Sacred Heart where the nest of the
hut at the right hand of the King of kings Holy Ghost is uncreated love ;
the Dove is, let us try, this Pentecostal
Thou sittest throned, a daughter of our
Holy Spirit is the true teacher of season, to enter into personal and
race.
prayer, the mover of prayer; ?grace living union with God the Holy
Mother of God! Creation's star-crowned is the supernatural presence and Ghost.
queen!
action of the Holy Spirit;?the Holy
Where shall we find him? A
Heaven's mightiest spirits worship at
inspiration
of the inner greater teacher than Father Faber in
Spirit is the
thy feet,
Yet 'mid the splendors of thy pomp divine life of the regenerate man, and in the things which concern the spiritual
Our Mother and our Sister, too, we greet. that life is his Superior and Director; life, St. John of the Cross, makes
so write Cardinal Manning, Bishop answer to all who hunger and thirst
Shall I, then, fear to face the glittering
Ullathorne,
Bishop Gay, Father for perfection, and to love God inranks
That guard from step profane heaven's Hecker. And St. Cyril of Alexandria deed with the whole heart and soul
dazzling scene?
teaches that the Holy Ghost works in and mind and strength.
Their flame-tipped swords would lower at us by himself, truly sanctifying and
'' O thou soul, most beautiful of
the cry:
uniting us to himself, while he joins creatures, who so earnestly longest
"Angels of God, my mother Is your
us to himself, and makes us partakers to know the place where thy Bequeen."
of the divine Nature.
loved is, that thou mayest seek him,
Is this dry reading? Alas for us and be united to him! Thou art
THE GREAT GIFT.
if we call it so! "When the mind is thyself that very tabernacle where he
dwells, the secret place of his retreat
Many have been the pathetic brought earnestly to bear upon what
where he is hidden.
and
doctors
and
writers
holy
strains which touch the heart, since saints
have
told
us
in
to
the
Third
regard
"Rejoice and exult, because all
David's lament over his true friend,
thy
Person
of
the
most
blessed
good and all thy hope is so near
Trinity,
Jonathan, who had loved him as his
thee as to be within thee; yea, rather
the
is
found
be
one
of
sursubject
to
own soul: "I grieve for thee, my
Consider what rejoice that thou canst not be without
brother Jonathan, exceeding beauti- passing interest.
Father
Faber
in
those singularly it; for lo! the kingdom of God is
says
ful. As the mother loveth her only
"Notes
on
interesting
Spiritual and within you. So saith the Bridegroom
son, so did I love thee," and in later
Subjects,"
gatheredtogether
himself; and his servant, St. Paul,
Doctrinal
life his far more anguished cry : "My
hands
when
his
adds : 'Ye are the temple of the livloving
prolific
by
son Absalom, Absalom my son ! who
rest in death. He tells ing God.' "
brain
found
might grant me that I might die for
Are not these words sufficient to
thee, Absalom my son, my son us that the Holy Spirit is actually
within
over
and
us silent for a space in reverent
keep
us,
dwelling
above
Absalom! " Through the ages the
aided by consideration of
the
of
omnipresence
quite
God,
meditation,
lament goes on, down to Tennyson's
one
different
from
the
of
the
other
dwelling
thought:
In Memoriam " of the passing of
" The Holy Ghost
''that
awakeneth
love."
Blessed
Sacrament
yet
us,
within
soul that to him was the sweetest
that ever looked with human eyes, only to be paralleled by that.
ONCE MORE THE "MONITA
Think of it! while we write or read
and his sister poet's simpler and tenSECRETA."
this
He
who
came
in
paper,
tongues
derer strain:
of flame at the first Pentecost is
The heart that like a staff was one
actually dwelling now,
can it be
It has been proposed that all
For mine to lean and rest upon,
possible ? in you, in me! And all charges against the Catholic Church
The strongest in the longest day
With steadfast love, is snatched away; perfection, continues the great writer, which can be shown to be very old
And yet my days go on, go on.
consists in docility to the inspirations and to have been frequently and conBut were all these elegies united ; of the Holy Ghost: the faults of the clusively answered and disposed of
all pathetic minor chords gathered saints come from want of this : it is shall be hereafter " barred out,"
into one supreme expression of poig- the subject-matter of their faults, as and forbidden to all persons who
nant woe, could it aught but shadow disobedience to the Commandments may in future engage in religious conforth the grief the Apostles must is the subject-matter of positive sins. troversy. If this proposal should ever
have felt when they saw their dearest The common state of holy souls is as be adoptedit is certainthat one of the
Lord ascend from earth, and a cloud if free-will were almost gone.
very first of the old charges to be
receive him out of their sight? Yet
Compare with this last statement outlawed and forever thrown out of
we hear no cry of anguish. He had the prayer of Thomas a Kempis: court, would be the story of the
said a wonderful thing to them, that " Let me not be able to will or not
" Monita Secreta," or " Secret Init was expedient for them that he will any otherwise than as thou wili- structions," of the Jesuits.
should go away. They went back to est or wiliest not." O for a full
In 1614 a Pole named Zahorowski,
Jerusalem, and tarried there in answer to this prayer! What bliss who had been dismissed from the Soprayer and expectation,till the prom- would be ours, what heaven on earth ! ciety of Jesus, wrote a book which
ises of their Lord should be fulfilled. Do we not understand now why pretended to be the secret instrucNevertheless how could it possibly be Father Faber says that it is impos- tions given to the Jesuits for their
expedient for them that he, their sible not to rejoice in the operations guidance. The so-called instructions
dearest and truest, should go away? of grace within the soul, for eachj were simply a most extraordinary
Nine days passed in prayer and augmentation of grace is a mission of mass of lies. The author must have
waiting; on the tenth day the answer a divine Person, a more intimate and reckoned upon the silly readiness of
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people to believe anything against the
Church and the Jesuits, no matter
how foolish; otherwise he never
could have hoped that any one would
pay any attention to such unblushing and absurd slanders. According
to this precious document the Jesuits
were told to do the most wicked
and unprincipled and even devilish things, and told, also, to believe and practice the doctrine that
it is lawful to do evil that good may
come of it.
But Zahorowski, having himself
been a Jesuit, and knowing that all
thesethings wereuntrue,knew alsothat
they would be strongly denied and
quickly disproved. Accordingly, he
provided against this by a stroke of
really devilish cunning. In the
course of his pretended instructions he
put this injunction:
"If this
should fall into the hands of strangers, let it be positively denied." So
if any Jesuit should say: But this
"
is a forgery, and a lie. The Jesuits
have.no secret instructions," the answer would be: Oh, of course you
"
deny it. Why, thatis precisely what
the instructions tell you to do " The
book was proved to be a forgery
almost as soon as published. Moreover the Jesuits demanded a legal inquiry, and in 1618, after a long investigation, the book was condemned.
The author of the forgery repented of
it before his death.
From that day to this the Monita
"
Secreta " keep bobbing up, now here
and now there, in the hands of
zealous anti-Catholic controversialists. We say "in their hands," but
in fact the document is rarely in
their hands. They have heard or
read about it, but singularly enough
they never seem to have heard that
it was disproved, solemnly branded
as a forgery and utterly discredited
for all honest people more than two
hundred and fifty years ago.
The Jesuits are a religious order in
the Catholic Church. The doctrines
and practices, the teachings and
principles of the Catholic Church,
down to the minutest detail, are open
as the day; there is no more concealment about them or anything connected with them than there is about
the Westminster Confession of the
Presbyterians or the Thirty-nine
Articles of the Church of England.
For five cents, or even for a penny,
any one may possess our catechism
from which our children learn their
faith, and are grounded in our
morality. The writings of our theologians are free to all who wish to
study them, and in fact they furnish
the ethical code, the great body of
moral principles and practical rule of
lifeof the Christian world of to-day as
of formerages. Our churches are open
and our preachers are audible.
Continued on page thiitean
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
CATHOLIC CANADA.

In endeavoring to explain, in the
article which he has in the May
Harper's under the title of A Dis"
contented Province," the reasons of
the large emigration to the United
States that has been going on for
several years back from the Province
of Quebec, Mr. Henry L. Nelson
imagines that one cause of this hegira
consists in the dissatisfaction of the
French Canadians, who are, as is
well known, practically all Catholics,
with the eccelesiastical rule which
prevails in Quebec. Much as he
desires, however, to show that such
dissatisfaction exists and is, in a
measure, warranted, it cannot be said
that he succeeds in doing this in his
paper. It is true that he asserts that
there are plenty of signs in the Quebec province which, to his view, indicate the approaching end of priestly
authority; and equally true that he
ascribes the impending change which
he foresees to the seeds planted by
Protestantisn and to the peculiar institutions of the United States. But
he is also forced to confess that but
few of the French Canadians ever
rebel against their church, and that
fewer still turn Protestants. While
he claims, furthermore, that the exactions of the cures are sometimes
heavy, for instance, in the matter of
building bigger churches than, in his
opinion, their parishes require, he is
also compelledto confess that thetithe
collectible by law in Canada is a
trivial burden, to wit the Iwenty-sixth
bushel of grain only ; and he declares
that the French Canadian priest is a
"
gentle, charitable, religious man, and
a most mild and tolerant ruler of
local affairs," so that he gives the
reader the impression that the Canadian cure is anything but a harsh
exactor and oppressor of his flock.
y i.;
\u25a0 ?
<
If Mr. Nelson had but studied the
ways of the French Canadians who
have come to this country more
closely than he seems to have done,
he would have become convinced that
dissatisfaction with their church had
nothing to do with their leaving their
native land. The French Canadians
no sooner settle in any locality on
this side of the line than they show
an eagerness to have a church and
priest and school of their own, and
generously tax themselves for such
purposes. This they would hardly
do if one of the main reasons of
their quitting Quebec were, as Mr.
Nelson states, a desire on their part
to escape from ecclesiastical burdens.
He talks of the meagre education"
furnished by the Catholic schools of
Quebec, and declares that the wish to
avail themselves, for their children's
benefit, of what he calls the better
educational system of the American
public schools, explains in a measure
why so many French-Canadians come
to this country. And yet one of the

"

loudest complaints made in certain
circles here against immigrants is
that they cling tenaciously to their
parochial schools and decline to send
their children to the State institutes,
through apprehension that their religious education will not be sufficiently
promoted iv the latter schools. No
one questions the fact that there is
considerable discontent among the
people of Quebec; but that discontent is due to political and industrial
causes, and Mr. Nelson is mistaken
in supposing that religious dissatisfaction has anything to do with it.
THE MONKS OF OKA.

This writer pays a tribute, however, to the Trappists of Oka, who,
he says, were brought into the Province of Quebec for the purpose of
giving its residents object-lessons in
farming and agriculture ; though that,
of course, by no means constitutes
the entirety of the good monks' mission. It is so common a habit with

non-Catholic writers

to

represent

monasteries and monks as useless
and grievous burdens uponthe community, that it is pleasing to find Mr.
Nelson asserting the contrary, and
declaring that the Trappists of Oka,
whom he styles
great farmers,"
during the years they have been establishedin the province, have exerted
so salutary an influence on their
neighbors that the government has
determined to set apart for their use
several tracts of land in various parts
of the pro* ince, in the hope that the
indefatigable monks may inculcate
habits of husbandry among the inhabitants and thus help to arrest the
tide of emigration to this country.

"

A BRAVE MISSIONARY.

In the same magazine, in the chapters of the serial by Conan Doyle, we
get a glimpse of the heroic character

of the early Jesuit missionaries
among the Canadian Indians. A
party of refugees, on their way
through a Canadian forest near Quebec, come upon Father Ignace Morat,
wending his way to that city painfully
after his recovery from the cruel tortures to which the savage Iroquois
had subjected him. The intrepid
priest playfully explains that he cannot keep pace with the refugees because the Indians have blown away
with powder the calves of his legs,
and for the reason that he is weak
still from other treatment at their
hands ; but his announcement that he
is going to Quebec to obtain from the
Bishops a dispensation which will allow him, in his maimed condition, to
continue his sacerdotal functions
among the Iroquois, to whom he declares his intention of returning,
evokes from one of the refugees this
utterance: >'I have spent my life
among brave men, but I think this is
the bravest I ever met;" draws from
another eulogies of his goodness, and
elicits this tribute to his Church from
Mr. Doyle : If the Church of Rome
it will
should ever be wrecked,
never be the fault of her rank anda
file, for never upon earth have men,
and women spent themselves more
lavishly and splendidly than in her

"

...

service." In parting with the refugees, Father Morat informs them,
in case anything should befall
him before he reached Quebec, that
he has left with a brother Jesuit at
Onondaga an account of his discovery
of copper on the shores of the Great
Lakes, a French-Iroquois dictionary
and an orrery showing the northern
heavens, with the stars, visible from
that meridian; for the pioneer Jesuit
missionaries were scientists as well
as evangelists.
THE EDUCATIONAL ISSUE IN IRELAND.
The current number of the Dublin

Lyceum makes a strong plea for the
establishment of a Catholic counterpart in Ireland to the famous Newnham and Girton colleges of England,
the Harvard Annex and Vassar in
this country, and the Fontenay and
Sevres schools of France. The writer
of the plea holds that the late condemnation by the Irish prelates of the
Queen's Colleges and Dublin University carries with it a ban on heretical
female colleges, and that it is, consequently, the duty of the Irish Catholics to provide Irish Catholic girls
with an university of their own,
which he thinks they could readily do
without any great inconvenience.
Much of this paper is devoted to
outlining a plan for the management
of the proposed establishment; and
he praises highly the wisdom shown by
the choice of management adopted
for the Catholic University at Washington, something similar to which
he recommends for the new Irish
institution, if that be undertaken.
He points out the many advantages
which would follow the foundation of
such a university, and truly remarks
that " never more than at present was
it necessary that educated Catholics
should be able to give a reason for
the faith that is in them." The
conventual schools and academies
are duly praised for the good work
they are accomplishing in the line of
educating Catholic girls ; but a higher
development of their system is demanded, and for this purpose the
proposed university is strongly and
very intelligently urged on Irish
Catholics. Have American Catholics
not need of a similar female institution ?
0

IN

THE

HANDS OF

THE

FREE MASONS.

The article in the same magazine
dealing with the character of the
government of France for several
years past is one that is likely to
attract wide attention. The author
of this paper,
A Modiil Masonic
Government," in order to offset the
late declaration of the Protestant
Primate of Dublin, who asserted that
the one object of Free Masonry is to
cultivate principles of high morality
and to do deeds of kindness among
men, points to France whose ministries
of recent years, he proves by citations
from Masonic directories, have been
largely composed of members of the
lodges, and asks the reader to judge
if the principles these Masonic ministries have illustrated and followed
such as Archbishop Plunket describes them. To his mind the
Masonic character of the French

"
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government reveals the source of the
persecutions directed against the
Catholic Church since the beginning
of President Grevy's administration.
It explains the Panama scandals and'
corruption, and abundantly justifies
the severe judgments which the Holy
See has lately renewed against Free
Masonry.
?i
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IN PRAISE OF SWITZERLAND.

"Switzerland as a Nursery of Politics " is the title of the leading article
in the latest issue of the Andover
Review, and its author, Mr. Joseph
King, undertakes to show that al>out
every good movement of late years,
had its origin in the land of William
Tell. The universal postal union,,
international telegraphic congresses,.
railway unions, literary and artistic
associations, abolition of standing
armies, non-partisanship, unsectarian
systems of education, and a whole
host of other things are said to have
been either originated or befriended
by the little Helvetian republic; and,
of course, the fact is duly made
prominent that for the last fifty years
the Protestants have formed 58.7 per
cent, of the population. The expulsion of the Jesuits is justified by the
unwarranted assertion that their policy is calculated to disturb good relations between Catholics and Protestants and it is called an apparent,
but not actual breach of the principles
of religious liberty, whereas, in fact,
it is as actual as apparent; and the

;
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projected portion becomes the body noticing what he does during the rest
itself. By a repetition of this process of the week.
acquiesce, at least tacitly, in the exThings change less than our way
clusion of the order and in the printhe body is lazily moved from place
SHOWN
THE
CREATOR'S
WISDOM
AS
education,
is,
place.
of
to
ciple of non-sectarian
of looking at them.
IN NATURE
When the slime-animal feeds it
Course, Wholly untrue.
The happiest men, like the hapdoes so by surrounding the object
The cantons which have a preponnations, have no history.
piest
LIVING JELLY.

Familr Science.

assertion that the Swiss Catholics all

derance of Protestants in their population are described as progressive
and industrious ; those with Catholic
majorities are painted in different colors ; but the fact is not mentioned
that morality is far higher in the latter than the former districts: Protestant Geneva's reception of a radical
politician is cited in the city's praise,
but no allusion is made to her expulsion of Mgr; Mermillod, formerly the
Catholic Bishop of the diocese.Undoubtedly there are many good
things in the Swiss constitution,
though some of those which Mr.
King highly eulogizes will not be
accepted as such by all readers of
his article. For instance, his assertion that Switzerland has, almost
alone among European states,
reached the principle of the United
States, that education is a matter for
the State, not the Church," is, even
on his own admission, not true of
since he says that "in
certain cantons the .clergy still practically control the primary schools;"
neither is it true of this country, and
it would be something to be deplored,
not to be boasted of, were it true of
either country.

"

DAMAGING ADMISSIONS.

This same writer, in the "Notes
From England " which he contributes
to the" Andover Magazine, makes
some rather damaging admissions
about the influence of Protestantism
on the population of the English metropolis. London, he says, is "the
most church-going capital in Europe;
about fifteen per cent, of the population (he refers to London Protestants
only), if those who attend more than
onCe be included as separate attendances, attend public worship on Sundays." This is assuredly not a showing to boast of; though Mr. King
seems to consider it so, and adds
that in Berlin, the only other big
Protestant capital of Europe, the
attendance of Protestants at divine
service on Sundays is but two per
cent! Yet little creditable to Anglicanism as is the statement that but
fifteen per cent, of its adherents in
London go to church on Sundays, still
less so is Mr. King's admission that
in that most Protestant church-going
capital in Europe, the drinking saloon
has a more powerful hold on the
people than in any other European
More churches and more
city.
ministers, he says, are badly needed
in London; and referring to recent
Anglican commendation of Catholic Temperance work in London, he
pronounces this "another proof, if
one were needed, that the present
trend in the Church of England is
towartls Catholicism, and away from
its Protestant anteceelents."
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The lowest forms of animal life
with which we are acquainted are the
so-called "slime animals"?a name
given to them on account of their
structure, or rather their want of structure.

When we think of an animal we
are accustomed to picture to ourselves acreatuie with head, body and
limbs; a creature provided with a
system of nerves and organs for the
reception and digestion of food. But
in considering the lowest forms of
anim .1 life we must disabuse our
minds of any such idea. So low in
structure are these simple creatures
that they have neither neives nor
stomach, neither limbs nor head ; indied we might almost say that they
have n ) body. In other words they
are simple masses of jelly or slime.
Perhaps the best idea of their appearance may be gained by figuring to
ourselves how a bit of the white of
egg would look if it were dropped
into water. The slime animals have
no more structure than that has.
Yet, strange to say, these animals
are alive. They move about in the
water in which they live, and even
feed upon other animals as small as
or smaller than they are. In other
words thty are living animals,
although so unlike the animals with
which most of us are familiar. The
simplest of them have no organs that
can be discovered, and yet they grow
in size by feeding jast as a baby
does. The substance of which they
are composed is called by naturalise
protoplasm ?a combination of two
Greek words which means
first
formed "
this material being sup
posed to be the earliest living sub
stance created. It is, in a word,
living j illy. This jelly indeed enters
as a constituent part int) all living
substances', fiom the lowest up to
man, but it is only in the former that
the whole structure of the crea'ure is

"

?

protoplasm.

Many of the slime animals are very
minute in size; so miiute that they
can only be seen under the magnifying lens cf the micrc scope. Othe s
are large enough to be seen by the
naked eye. Some of them are soft
throughout like jifly, otters have
their shells of lime covering the body,
while still others have a sort of solid
skeleton made up of minute splinters
of flint.
It is astonishing ho v such simple
creatures can perform even the very
elementary functionsof their life, and
still more astonishing that they seem
to be animated by a sort of rudimentary consciousness since they will
re'reat when danger threitem them.
Their movement through the water
is by alternate expansion and contrac.ion, somewhat as an angleworm
moves. A portion of the jelly-like
mass is projected in the direc ion in
which it wishes to go and the remainder of the body contracts till the

which it is about to eat, and holds it
thus till it has absorbed all its
nourishing material: Some species
simply cover the animal they eat
with their own body (jjst as you
might press a marble into a rubber
ball until the former was entirely
surrounded) ; other species throw
ou r from their body slender threads
which wrap themselves around the
prey and then draw the rest of the
body after them. In this way the
jelly-animal can eat an animal considerably larger than itself. All it
has to do is to spread itself out on
the other in the form of patches of
slime and remain there till it has
absorbed the material it needs, when
it can resume its first shape if so
formless and changeable a thing can
be said to have any shape.
The method of reproduction among
these lowly animals is astonishing in
its simplicity. It is accomplished by
simply splitting themselves in two or
more pieces, when each piece moves
away as perfect and complete an animal as the whole previously was.
The process of division begins by a
contraction around the middle of the
animal, in appearancevery much asif
you were to wrap a piece of twine
around a rubber ball and draw it
tight. The constriction increases
slowly till finally the animal is cut in
two. Possibly each of these two
pieces may themselves undergo division and so we may have four perfect animals made out of one. Of
course they are now smaller than the
original animal but they wiil attain
the normal size and when occasion
arises they in turn will sub-divide

.

?

themselves.
Most of these slime-animals, owing
to their minuteness, are known only
to naturalists, but occasionally we

have evidence of their presence. It
is to some of these forms that the
phosphorescence of the sea-water, so
often seen on summer nights, is due,
and so numerous are shell-bearing
species that their cast off shells alone
have, in past geological limes, formed
beds of limestone thousands of feet
thick extencing for many hundreds of
miles. The stone of which the
Parisians build their h mses, the
chalk cliffs of England, and even the
great pyramids of Egypt are made
entirely of the shells of these little
drops of jelly which lived and died
in countless millions ere the world
was fitted for the habitation of man.
BITS OF WISDOM:

A go
wife.

ad

listener makes a delightful

What we want is not talent, but

purpose.

Be not simply good ; be good for
something.

To love is to admire with ihe
heart; to admire is to love with the
be as wise as you can with
your parting bow your last speech
is the one remembered.
Always

?

They

are as sick that surfeit with

too much, as they that starve with

nothing.

?

Shakespeare.

The trouble and worry and wear
and tear that come from hating people make hating unprofitable.
Talking very much and lying just
a little are a gocd deal nearer to each
other than most people ihink.

Common sense does not ask an
impossible chessboard, but takes the
one before it and plays the game.
We think our civilization is near

its meridian, but we are yet only

at

the cockcrowing and the morning.
When you receive a favor you
ought never to forget it; when you
do one you ought not to remember it.
Good qualities are the substan'ial
riches of the mind ; but it is gocd
breeding that sets them off to advantage.

GEORGE WASHINGTON'S VICTORY.
When George Washington was
young he and a fiiend were in a public place together and a warm dispute
arising between them, Washington

applied an offensive epithet to his
companion, when instantly a blow,
straight from the shoulder of the latter, caused the future Father of his'
Country to measure his length
on
his
native
Such
heath.
was the defeat. The duello and
street-encounter fl mrished in those
days, and the high social standing
and well-known mettle of the two
young men, left no room to doubt
that a fi jht to the death would follow.
But all suspense was soon dispelled.
The day following, the two met
again, and Washington, instead of
whipping out knife or pisto', as almost everybody fancied, and as those
who gloried in the fighting code
hoped he would do, smilingly effered
his hand to his antagonist, and accompanied the act with an unreserved
apology for the c,ff*nsive epithet he
had used. The proffered hand wis
promp'ly grasped and an apo'ogy in
turn
attr-mptt-d, but Washington
would not have it so, insisting that
he
was in fault and he alone
should apolog'zi. Such was the \icto.y He that co- quceth himself is
mightier than he that taketh a city.
The multi'ude, of c >urse, were disgus'ed at the outcome, bu f the gocd
and the wise rt j >iced and applauded.

W. B. HASTINCS & CO.,
INSURANCE,

89 Cambridge St., E. Cambridge.
Exchange Funding,

It is not safe to judge a man by 53 State St,
Boston, Mast
Room 629.
his conduct on Sunday, without
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A tap at the door and in was
opened by an old man of venerable
aspect who was about to leave the
UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH THE
house. The stranger had no doubt
BOYS AND GIRLS.
that it was the priest and, taking off
hat, saluted him respectfully.
his
Well small boys and girls, are you
The priest returned his salute and
thinking of all the great things you
asked :
are going to do when you grow up?
Are you a stranger? "
""No
Uncle Jack is sorry to say that
Father, I am from Pesaro,
evidently his boys are not, which is a
in
the
Pontifical
States."
surprise to him. He wouldn't have
Your
name
?
"
too
'' Joachim Rossini."
believed that a Sacked Hkakt Review
our pa«tor, is buildO'Callaghan,
Father
boy would let a girl get ahead of him.
"
a Catholic school for boys and it will
The priest heard the name, which
Yes, boys, it's true that Uncle Jack ing
soon be finished. It is said the hall will
was for him quite an ordinary one,
has come to the conclusion that you hold
1,500 people. There is to be an
without
the least surprise, though, at
are a bit slow. The first competitor operetta held there soon and it is to be
the
time
it had a magnetic influence,
for the prizes is a girl. Her letter is very interesting. Our Sunday-school is
capable of producing the wildest
a sensible one too, well written and very large and consists of about 1,800
enthusiam in artistic circles throughcorrectly spelled. So now boys look scholars and a great many teachers. We
BY
ACCIDENT.
DISCOVERED
out Europe.
to your laurels. Uncle Jack looks to get prizes for good lessons and last year I
At that moment from the belfry of
you to carry off one of the prizes. got " Little Followers of Jesus." It is
very best polishing the church tower, floated on fhe air
of
the
One
He is sure every one of you wants very interesting and instructive.
I belong to the sodality and I like to go powders that were ever used in my the sweet tones that accompay that
that Columbian half-dollar for a
well. We ting and pray and al- kitchen I discovered quite by accident. magnetic prayer which, in Catholic
pocket-piece. It will be very nice to pretty
we stay a half hour it does not The range was being cleaned out, countries, elevates the soul to God,
have it to show by and by, when you though
seem so long; Will you please explain this and in the flue under the oven there rehearses the glory of the Incarnation
grow up, and to be able to say that
to me? In the catechism it is said that was a quantity of gray dust, a sort of and
sings the praise of the everthis is one of the coins issued by the Christ arose from the
dead on the third day smoke deposit, as fine as flour, that virgin mother of the God-man.
United States in honor of the great after his death, and when we reckon it Up, was taken out with a large spoon.
"Follow me," said the priest to
Catholic discoverer of America. And it is but two days. Ihave puzzled over this In washing the spoon it was noticed
The traveler accompanied
Rossini.
Uncle Jack knows that the winner of question, yet could not solve it. I like to that,
a mysterious brilliancy was ac- him, thinking he was leading him to
"Tales from American History" is go to " tenebrae " i.i Holy Week but as it
quired, and the credit for this was a comfortable inn where he could rest
going to enjoy it immensely in those is late when we get home I do not go
quickly given to the smoke dust. from the fatigue of his journey ; but
long vacation days. So get to work, often.
As I have said before I like to read but Since then we have always used it for it was not so, for, as they entered
all of you, and send in your letters
did not tell you of the books 1 have read. polishing tinware. If put on with a the street, they crossed the plaza and
describing what you would like to be
I have read " Little Lord Fauntleroy," damp cloth, a lustre will immediately entered the church where the people
and do when you are grown up.
Sara Crewe," " Louis' Last Term at St. appear that surpasses that produced were awaiting the pastor.
Remember, you must post your letters "Mary's" and "Lady
Jane," Miss Louisa M. by all Other powders.
The priest handed Rossini a prayerbefore the first of June in order to Alcott's works are good, especially Little
"
book
and both prostrated themselves
haveyour chance at winning the prize. Men " and Little Women." I enjoy history
ORIGIN OF ROSSINI'S "STABAT before the altar, at the foot of a
"
But seriously, young folks, while and biography and " Our Future Men and
MATER."
statue of the Blessed Virgin.
you are dreaming about the wonder- Women " and The Sacred Heart ReviewA few moments were passed in
ful things you are going to be and do
As it is growing pleasant I do not read so
It was a most unpleasant after- silent prayer, then those present arose
in the future, do you stop and think" much but play more. We play on Dorchesnoon, in the year 1830.
and the priest intoned the first verse
that every one of the little things of ter Heights which is very pleasant. I hope
The sun, the sky, the mountains of the
soon
my
I
will
see
the
answer
to
question
each day is a grain of sand polishing
" Stabat Mater" that sweet
you. Good and the valleys, were obscured by hymn, so tender and so sublime,
and
that
letter
will
my
please
and grooving and perfecting your
dark heavy clouds which poured down which is sung to Mary to compassionbye for the present.
character that you may become the
Your little Friend,
abundant rain on the parched earth. ate her sorrows. Rossini alone prayed
\u25a0useful and admirable man or woman
Elizabeth O'Connor.
The thunder burst from the dark in silence. The people respouded to
of twenty years hence? Wouldn't it
Thank you, Elizabeth. Write soon clouds and reverberated from hill to the priest in those simple, poetic
be easier for the Elizabeths and
again. Uncle Jack will always be hill through the valley and the light- strains, that spring Op into the hearts
Marys to help mother with the dishes
very glad to hear from you; He likes ning flashed vividly across the scene. of the poor inhabitants of the villand the dusting and the irksome little
your good sense in signing your name A man about forty years of age, age, and are repeated only by pure
household tasks if they were to stop
Elizabeth instead,of Lizzie or Bessie mounted on a jaded horse, weary like lips responsive to the promptings of
and think that all these are just a regor any of the pretty diminutives that himself, was journeying along a nar- pious hearts.
ular training for the great things they
are so sweet from those we hold dear- row road that led from Rimini to
Rossini soon felt his heart throb;
expect to do when they grow up.
est, but which a girl should never use Serravalle.
it
beat violently within his breast;
Wouldn't the Toms and Johns feel as her signature. Elizabeth is a
Two hours latertherain had ceased, his eyes filled with tears, and his lips
more like studying those hateful sums
strong and beautiful name. You the storm had swelled the streams, began to move and his voice to join
and those upward straight lines and
know the meaning of it don't you? and the clouds had disappeared; the in unison with the congregation in
running errands and playing all sorts
and the story of the bread that turned sun shone out again with all its singing the sorrows of Mary and the
of good natured athletic games withto roses under the cloak of Elizabeth brilliancy, lighting up, after the dark- sufferings of her divine Son. When
out being a barbarian for cruelty,
ness, the clear blue of an Italian sky.
of Hungary?
the last verse was finished, Rossini
if they were to realize that all these
At length Serravalle was descried;
And now, dear Elizabeth, Uncle
fell upon his knees; his soul drank
things were developing and making
Jack
wants just a word about that the houses, as white as the foam of in the inspiration, and rays of brillipossible the successful mechanic, question. When a little Catholic girl the sea which rolled beneath the
ant yet msyterious light flashed
teacher, doctor, lawyer or other usebegins to puzzle herself about things town, were visible, rising above the through his mind as he cast a lastful member of society, which the
related by such authority as Elizabeth dark tops of the neighboring chest- glance at the sorrowful countenace of
right sort of boys become.
quotes, Uncle Jack recommends a nut trees. The steeple of the little the Mater Dolorosa.
Here is the first letter in the prize
little trip with the usual accompani- church lifted to the heavens the
He arose, asked the priest for the
contest.
ments around the stations of the cross bronze cross which reflected the last prayer-book again, that he might
South Boston, Mass.
April 23, 1893. in the largest church in the neighbor- ray of the setting sun. The chime copy the hymn which now seemed to.
Dear Uncle Jack :?
hood. If that doesn't nip any doubts of bells filled the air with sweet him more beautiful than ever before ::
I should think you would be beseiged in 'the bud the little Catholic girl sounds, calling the pious villagers to this done, he returned with the priest
with the questions asked by your boys and should go and see her confessor who the evening devotion
to the house.
A few moments later the tired
girls. But as you want us to ask questions, is an authority not to be disputed by
I don't believe you will want for them. ordinary folk on such subjects.
animal entered the principal street.
First of all you want us to tell you what we
Subscription
to The Sacred
Jack will have something to The traveler stopped before one of
Uncle
shall do when we growto be men and women.
Heart
;
Review is one dollar a year
say about books very soon. He the houses and asked for the residI intend to be a school-teacher and if I cannot
and
should
pointed
be paid in advance. You
hopes Elizabeth will not mind wait- ence of the priest. It was
be that I shall be a book-keeper, but whatcan renew your own subscription free
she
didn't
out
a
little
distance
down
the
street
say
way
anythe
ing.
By
well,
l
so as if I
ever I am I intend to do it
thing about the Little Defenders' \u25a0 and he turned in the direction indie- by sending us two new subscribersshall have to leave one place there will be no
and two dollars in cash.
League. What does she think about ! ated.
difficulty in getting another.

FuaMOtnerW
d omen.

I like to read very much. There is a
library near my home. Could you recommend a few books so I shall have no
trouble in selecting good books ? Where
there are so many to choose from, it is
difficult to find out which are good.
I like to go to tchool, too, because I enjoy all my studies. We study writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar, and history. We
have a good time rtcit*ng history. We try
to get the mt aning but not in the words of
the book. I enjoy singing and arithmetic

'

I

:

it? Wouldn't it be nice for our

future men and women to form themselves into little groups of defenders
and begin to do some of the great
things while they are small instead of
waitingto growup? Each group might
be composed of six, seven or a dozen
boys and girls and they might set
themselves to do some special work.
Each group could have a distinctive
name and each member could have a
little badge. What do you think of
it? Uncle Jack thinks a lot of it.
But if you want it it must be your
league, not Uncle Jack's. There will
be "no have to "in it. Write about
it to
Uncle Jack.

?
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Churc alendar.
C

ReligousMaxims.

FOR CATALOGUE.
ALL KINDS. ALL PRICES.

ESKS

SUNDAY.

Sunday, May 21.

Cor. Portland and Sudburystreets,
BOSTON

It is impossible for a true and perWhit Surday: Gospel, St John
DESK
CO.
client of Mary to be lost;
severing
SOMERVILLE
xrv> 235 1 ; the coming of the Holy
because she can want neither the
Ghost.
power nor the will to assist him.
Religous Instruction.
To-day is called Whit (that is,
St. Alphonsus Liguori.
White) Sunday, or Pentecost. The
On rising in the morning, offer up to word pentecost means fiftieth, and
THE IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION.
Mary your heart, bodyandsenses; and this is the fiftieth day after the ResWhat would become of the world beware of taking back any of )our urrection. The Scripture narrative
"
without religion ?" said Napoleon, offering during the day.
of the coming of the Holy Spirit upon the rock of St. Helena; "the
on the Apostles is most impressive
MONDAY.
and wonderful. For ten days they
greatest service that I have rendered
been
to
to France has
re-establish
God gives his graces to a person had been waiting, in prayer and exreligion."
the Catholic
in proportion to his love for that per- pectation, the ciming of the ParaWhere shall we find that craving son ; but God loved the Blessed clete, the Comforter, promised by
for equalty, which is the torment of Virgin moie than all the other saints. our Saviour. At hut, suddenly, they
modern society, fully and legitimately Hence he conferred upon her more heard a sound from heaven as if of a
satisfied, if not in religion? Behold, graces than all o'her saints together. mighty wind rushing, filling the whole
in our churches, side by side
house where they were sitting. Then
Suarez
the rich and the poor, master and
over the head of each one of them
Watch to day for Mary's sake, all
servant, the faithful Christian and
appeared tongues of fire. And imthe movements of your heart, and
mediately, says the Gospel, they were
the repentant sinner; beneath the
quickly stifle aDy promptings of
all filled with the Holy Ghost, and
pulpit, at the font, in the confesrevenge, spite or jealousy that may
they at once began to speak in all
sional, at the altar, there is one rule
arise within you.
for all. Is not this a true qulityea,
the various languages of the time.
This was practically the founding
free from all dissension? By its
TUESDAY.
power everything is elevated and
of Christ's Church on earth, and
The prayers of the Mother of God
ennobled, nothing is debased or overnothing can be imagined to show
partake of the nature of a command; more
clearly and forcibly the extrathrown.
hence, it is impossible that she should
Religion is the friend of man; it not be heard. St. Antonine.
ordinary and miraculous power and
influence of the Holy Spirit of God
guards him and blesses him in childThe B'essed Virgin can, and will than this first incident in the new
hood, in age, and in death. It delivers him, holy and rejoicing, into the help you; but are yru really willing Church's history. The Apostles, as
bosom of his God, who has rendered to be helped by her? If you are, we know from the
were poor
him good, holy and happy during his why do you not pray to her, why do and ignorant men. Our Lord took
them from their boats and their nets.
earthly probation, and who will re- you not ask her?
ward him for his fidelity throughout
They were so dull that he had to reWEDNESDAY.
eternity.!
peat to them again and again the
Take
a
b'ttle
more pains to be good, plainest lessons in order to make
Let us then love and reverence this
holy Christian faith; let us both learn and not so much pains to appear so. them understand.
Among themand practice what it teaches. The Judas sold his Lord and Master for selves they disputed and qiarrelled
more we know of religion the better thirty pieces of silver. Will you sell as to which should be first in our
we shall love it; the more we love him for some trifling littlepleasure or
Lord's kingdom when it should be
it, the better we shall practice it.
gratification ?
established. They were so inconVice, evil passions, pride, and
stant and timid that they deserted
THURSDAY.
ignorance, are the only enemies of
him and ran away in fear when he
You fall again into your former
religion. When we are acting rightly
was arrested and brought before the
we are drawn towards it; as soon as sins because you will not keep away
and their chief and foreman
rulers,
we desire to do evil we begin to turn from the persons and places that lead
even denied and disownedhim. Their
you into
This proves that you
from it.
faith was so uncertain that after his
are
not
in
earnest
It is consequently good, because
resurrection they could hardy beevil alone is at enmity with it. It is
For the love of the spot Jess purity
lieve that he was really risen. But
good because all who practice it sin- of the Blessed Mother, rather bite
was all before the coming of the
cerely become good and holy from off your tongue than say an unclean this
Holy
Spirit. Then what a change
its influence. It is good because its or immodest word
takes
place.
In an ins'ant these igeffects are very salutary and benenorant
men
became
wise in the mysficial.
FRIDAY.
teries
of
life
and
of
heaven
; unlearnReligious ignorance and indifference
always about you something ed and unlettced, they suldenly beHave
present
is the bane of the
century,
one of the deepest wounds of modern which will remind )ou of the Blessed gin to speak in all the d fferent lansociety, but a wound which is, thank Virgin; a medal or a rosary or a guages of the time; their dullness
little picture in your pocket. Thus all gone, they preach with such eloGod, healing day by day.
armed you need fear nothing.
qu» nee and understanding that all
hearers
are captivated, so that it is
Ten Years' Progress.? It is not
No violence can reach to heaven,
more than a dozen years ago that a but pra}er will bring heaven down related that St. Peter, by his very
brass bedstead was a coveted possesfirst sermon, conveited 3,000 Jews,
ion and a badge of luxury. In those to us.
and by his second 5,000. Their amdays there was no middle step beSATURDAY.
and desire for honors and
bition
high
of
cost
tween the brass bedstead
The love of God is the highest art kingly rewards all vanis v, ed, and they
and the black iron folding bed at the
extreme other end of the ladder of of the soul and the chief woik of went forth from that day, full of a
cost. Five years ago, however, tub n ai.
sacred fire, bu-ning with zeal, wise,
ular iron beds, finished in a soft ivory
often
:
most
prudent,
brave, steadfast unVirgin
prudent,
Say
white, came upon the market and at
" Mary will save you to death, learned,
powerful
me."
to move the world,
pray
for
achieved
Their
popularity.
once
ci nquering and to conquer for their
great success has led to the introduc- from many a snare and danger.
tion this season at Paine's Furniture
Mister, Jesus Christ. They were as
Warerooms of what are called archisheep in the midst of wolves, yet
people
quarreling
When
are
ouUoftectural bed«teads made of architecttheir courage never failed, and he
they
v-hat
should
do?
Coinural iron, finished in soft, creamy
who had denied his Master at the
white and mounted and trimmed with cide.
Why is a pretty girl fond Qf rib- questioning of a serving maid, defied
polished brass, This makes a low.
Pecause she think? tbc the whole pagan worjd and one day
priced, but artjstjoajly beautjfu] bed bons }
becoming,
was prucjfifcd, for hjg Jjord,,
beaux
(mm,
?

?

REST and:: VERMONT

'

flCPDCtTinil
MtintAllUll I Natural Beauty,

I
'!

»' ITH ITS

WEALTH OF

CHARMING
LAKE ANT MOUNTAIN SCENERY,
OFFKKi

BCTPEBIOB ATTRACTKIN.-. FOR A

SUMMER VACATION.

TheCentral Vermont R R

PRESENTS THE BEAUTIES of the above in a NEW
ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET entitled ''SUMMER
HOMES AMONG THE 6REEM HILLS OF VERMONT
AND ALONG THE SHORES OF LAKE CHAMPLAIN,'
containing a SELECTED number of the best family
homes for the entertainment of SUMMER GUESTS
Prices, $4 to $10 per week. Also, list of best hotels
with description and rates. Mailed free on application

T.H.Hapley. N EPA., or S W. dimming*, G P.A.,
Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.

260

I

St. Albans,
Vt.

WORIINGIEN,
Try a pair of $1,50 shoes at

CROWLEY'S,
53 CAMBRIDGE STREET, BOSTON.
Like the Apostles, we should
pray and prepare our hearts and
souls for the heavenly Visitor, and
when he comes, give ourselves wholly
to his guidance and follow his sweet
inspirations. Thus, and thus only
may we grow better and win heaven
a last.
Monday, May

22.

?

St.

Julia, Virgin and Martyr.
Tuesday, May 23.

St.

John Baptist Rossi.
Wednesday. May 24.

Oar Lidy
Ember D vy.

Help of Christians.

Thursday, May 25.

St. G-egory VII., Pope and Con-

fessor.

Friday, May 26.

St. Philip Neri, Confessor. Ember

Day.

_^^__

Saturday, May 27.

St. Magdalen of Pazzi. Ember

Diy.

TWO WEEKSjsJOHR YEARS
Kickapoo Indian

Sagwa Show*
Blood Cleansing Qualities of

Roots, Barks and Herbs.
Meridkn, N. H., Dec. 3,1892.
I was a con|( ~

stant su ff erer

f

/
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sU
ttb
H/Vt R
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t'JßCisktv

tissfl-*
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\WjfW' / ><SSfi®W,

from Blood
and Skin Dis "
eases for four
years, and e»ployed the best
physicians in
New Ham pshire and consuited different
specialists in
Boston without
Findingno

*?'
r
J. H. Moore, Meriden, N.

takmp Kicka-

poo Indian
g-sapwai and I

certify und\r oath that it has afforded me more relief in the past two
weeks than all the different physicians in the past four years.
JOHN H. MOORE, Meriden, N. H.
CORNISH, N. H., Dec. S, 1893.
Personally appeared John H. Moore, well

to be reliable and
known to me
made oath that the foregoing statement by
signed
la
true.
him
Before me, W~M, R, SISSON, Notary Pub.

Kickapoo Indian Sagwa,

Nature's Remedy of Roots. Berks and Hctkt
for tic Blood, Liver, Stomach and Kidneys.
p« r
?!* f ?r *$ W.
leM ty Pnifjirtii

IW

Wfct
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Catholic issions.
M
PICTURESQUE SKETCHES

OF

LIFE

IN ALASKA.

DESCRIPTION OF A CASINE.

The Casine is the great local institution of Alaska. It is common
property, and serves as the exchange, club house, restaurant,
workshop, bath-house, hospital, theatre, etc., for the residents of
the village, and also as the hotel
for any stranger, and, f may add, the
chapel of the missionary. According to Eskimo etiquette the casine
is reserved solely for men; women
and children rarely invade its precincts. At meal times, or rather at
all hours, wives bring the food which
they have prepared as far as the
inner entrance. This rigid seclusion
will appear all the more appropriate
when it is remembered that the first
thing the men do on entering the
casine is to disrobe and search for
vermin, and moreover the majority
seldom trouble themselves about resuming their raiment until they are
ready to go out. The condensation
caused by the sudden change of temperature renders the clothes so wet,
that after all it is only natural that
the natives should immediately remove them. We know the inconvenience, as everything on us, as well
as all the things in our valises, become soaked.
A casine can be described as
simply a, cellar with a roof over it. It
is a deep, square excavation, with a
pyramidal roof of rough logs covered
thickly with earth; at even a short
distance it can be easily mistaken for
a small hillock. The only light and
ventilation is by a little opening at
the top, which is protected by a curtain made of fish skin. The internal
arrangement varies in different places
in respect to details, but the main
features are the same. Around three
sides of the interior a bank of earth
is left, which extends like a broad
step or divan. On this the natives
sit in their customary squatting attitude. Some casines have a second
and more narrow divan, extending
from the wall, above the other. On
extraordinary occasions a third one
is added. This is formed of three
little flat sleds called "kamegatek."
A line of these sleds, suspended from
the roof by skin ropes, will extend
all-round the casine. Thus space is
economized and a large number of
persons accommodated. At a festival on the mainland f counted some
450 men in the casine, all ranged
around the sides in regular rows, one
tier above the other, like books in a
library. On the fourth side of the
casine the main divan extends only a
short distance from the corners, leaving free the middleportion where the
entrance is situated. In the centre
of the floor is a large square pit covered with logs. In this pit, during
the time of the bath, a large fire is
built. At other times no fire is used,
as the presence of a number of persons in an air-tight apartment suffices
£>1 itself to keep the temperature a

lit'le above the freezing point, which ing exactly over the lady's head.
is considered comfortable enough in a Some one on the third tier happened
to kick the lamp, and about a pint of
country where wood is so precious.
the
rich, warm oil flowed directly
GOING IN AND OUT.
down
upon Madame dc Kashunok'9
The casine has no door, in our
over her "set of furs."
sense of the word ; the following in- headland
Such an accident occurring in a drawgenious method is used instead.
Close by there is a little structure ing-room elsewhere would certainly
have been attended with apologies,
which serves as a vestibule. This
condolences and hysterics, but not so
has a large hole in the floor, and from,
here. The madaine's serenity was
the bottom ef this hole or shaft exnot disturbed in the least degree, in
tends a tunnel, which terminates in
fact
she paid no attention to it whatthe fire-pit of the casine. A person
ever; but Kukuyak, as a dutiful son,
desiring to enter a casine goes into
seized a dry salmon, with which he
the vestibule, jumps down into the
rubbed the head and shoulbriskly
hole, and then crawls along the tunders
of
his parent, and then calmly
nel until he reaches a corresponding
to eat the improvised handproceeded
hole in the Moor of the casine. Woe
kerchief. No less than five times
to the luckless stranger who fails to
during the course of the entertainemerge as soon as this hole is
ment
that old frying-pan, which was
reached, for should he proceed any
regularly refilled, sent its greasy confarther, he will discover that the
tents down upon Mine, dc Kashushort section of the tunnel which reriok's devoted head, and each time
mains between this exit and the firefaithful Kukuyak promptly came
pit is the sink. Crawling along in the
to the rescue with a
salmonthe dark, slippery tunnel- is not a
kerchief."
graceful proceeding, and this bobbing
THE VAPOR BATH.
up from the hole is decidedly an
Whenever
it is desired to convert
abrupt manner of making one's apthe
casine
into
a bath-house, the logs
pearance in society. Even Mr. Turcentral pit are
the
covering
great
veydrop would have found it puzzling
rolled
aside.
A
fire is then
large
to accomplish this "Jack in the box"
kindled.
Soon
the
interior
becomes
act with his accustomed dignity. The
oven,
like
an
the
smoke
and
sparks
departure is fully as ludicrous. The
out
the
and
pass
ventilator,
through
soft boots and fur clothing make no
the
casine
resembles
a
minnight
at
rustling, and you behold the inmates
disappear instantly and silently iature volcano. When the fire has
through the floor, after the fashion of burned down sufficiently the ventilimps in a pantomime.\u25a0. The interior ator is closed and the men enter for
of the casine is always gloomy ; the the vapor bath. After they have
sides and roof are blackened with been in the heat as long as they desmoke and covered thickly with soot. sire, they rush out and take a plunge
into the water or a roll in the snow,
THEIR LAMPS.
according to the season.
The mode of illuminating these
The barraboras, or private houses,
residences is primitive. The lamps are
constructed on the same general
used are little clay saucers. In these plan as the casine, They are somea lump of. blubber is placed, or some what smaller and have only one very
oil is poured, and the wick, which broad divan around; as they are
consists of a fibre of moss, is stuck never used for the vapor bath, they
against the edge. These lamps afford are without the fire hole. Several
a poor light, but an immense amount families
generally occupy the same
of foul smoke. Still they have one barrabora. Sections of the divan are
advantage?they are non-explosive.
allotted to each, and these are freThe smoke blackens the faces of the quently curtained off by large straw
inmates, so that they appear like a
mats called "tupigak." These strips
minstrel troupe just ready to go on of straw carpet are
beautifully
the stage. Oil obtained from the woven by the women, and resemble
seals taken in the spring does not the matting commonly used in the
smell badly, but that which is gotten United States. Whenever we stop at
in the autumn has the most abomin- a casine one of these mats is aiways
able odor.
spread for us in the place of honor.

have been furnished

comfortably and
artistically by
the five great
stores on

during the past year.
The majority of
these happy homes

"

would have been

impossible but for the

~

opportunities afforded
by the low prices
and easy terms for

fashionable, built-on-honor
furniture sold by
the old and well known
firm of

,

VERMIN.

These poor creatures are probably
the dirtiest race of beings on the
earth. In their dress, habitation and
diet they are utterly filthy. That
which may be related without offence,
concerning them and their personal
habits, is insuflicient to convey anything like a description. Their food
alone will afford a slight clue to the
rest when you learn that their daintiest dishes consist of putrified matter reeking with maggots.
There is
nothing too foul for them to eat.
They are always covered with dirt
and vermin, and their houses are
truly like pigsties. Babies have been
presented for baptism so thickly covered with vermin that these had to be
scraped away before the water oould

-:o:o:
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A. McArthur & Co.,
IB to 26 Cornhill,
Two doors from Washington Street,
Boston.

CATHOLIC BOOKS
)AND (

RELIGIOUS GOODS.
Large and Well Selected Stock.
Low Prices.

NOT EASILY DISTURBED.

A funny incident connected with
lamps occurred during the festival
which I have mentioned above.
Among the visitors there was a man
whom we knew very well from the
neighboring village of Kashunok,
whose name was Kukuyak. Kukuyak had come to the festival along
with his mother, a vermin'iferous,
witch-like old woman with a long
name, which I at once abbreviated to
" Madame dc Kashunok." While
looking over the crowded assemblage
on an occasion when women were
allowed to be present in the casine, I
noticed Madame dc Kashunok comfortably seated on a bundle of dried
salmon, with Kukuyak close beside
her. The body of an old frying-pan,
which was used as & lamp, was hang-

Cornhill

THOMAS B. NOONAN & CO.,
Publishers, Bookseller*, and Dealers
in Church Goods.

17,

19, and

21 Boylston Street,

Boston, Mass.

be poured over the head. None of
them can approach you unawares, as
you are sure to smell him from afar.
After Mass the atmosphere of our
little chapel is sickening, while in the
casines it is actually overpowering.
Fr. Musset, who has become somewhat accustomed to it now, does not
experience any greater annoyance,
after a night passed in one of these
filthy holes, than merely a tendency
to faint on emerging into the fresh
air,

£TO

BE
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Temperance.

ity; and yet, notwithstanding this, he
described himself as perfectly well,
and complained of nothing. Evid- "MISSIONS"

THE VERDICT OF SCIENCE.

ently, therefore, from the testimony
"But," cry out the champions of
of St. Martin, great harm may
alcohol, "if it is neither a food nor a

heat-giver, at least it aids in the digestion of food." Some people are
never tired of telling their neighbors
that they find a great benefit from a
glass of beer or wine taken at dinIt would be more correct for
to say, that they find
great benefit from their dinner, for
it is their dinner that strengthens
them, and not the beer or wine. As
a matter of fact, alcohol, in any form,
actually retards the digestionof food ;
and it is unfortunately an every-day
occurrence for drunkards to vomit
half digested or wholly undigested
food, hours and even days after partaking of it.
The peculiar case of Alexis St.
Martin, who was wounded during the
American war, has afforded profes.
sioDal men a splendid opportunity of
studying this important point. The
injury which the ball inflicted on him
was such that a hole was made in the
stomach, which remained open and
was used "as a door by which to introduce substances into the stomach,
ner.

such people

and a window through which to look
in and examine effects." Dr. Beaumont, the army surgeon at the time,
brought St. Martin to his own home
and kept him there for three years,
during which time a series of most
careful experiments were made which
have proved of inestimable value ever
since. Now, among the substances
introduced into the stomach of St
Martin was alcohol, the effects of
which Dr. Beaumont carefully watched and noted down. It was found
that when this was given to the
patient the stomach became covered
with inflammatory and ulcerous
patches ; the secretions were vitiated
and the gastric juice diminished in

" / Owe my Lije to

from the introduction of alcohol into
the system, although the person who
indulges, even in small quantities,
may be altogether unconscious of its
injurious results
An eminent Edinburgh physician,
Dr. Figg, tells us that he has been
frequently called in to prescribe for
patients after their drunken debauch
of Saturday night, and that "a mustard emetic has almost invariably
brought up the substance of the dinner of the previous day, with little or
no change, save that produced by
mastication." It is scarcely necessary to remark that had these persons
not been drinking, all traces of their
dinner would have disappeared from
theirstomach in the course of a few
hours.
Here is one of the examples he
produces to prove that alcohol does
not aid in the digestion of food: ''An
intemperate, irreclaimable woman
partook of a little barley broth for
her mid day meal, previous to joining a festive party in the house of a
sailor's wife. Having an unlimited
supply of spirits, she drank herself
to sleep at 4 a. m., and was found
dead at 6. On opening the body
the barley broth was found intact,
the grains and vegetablesunreduced.'"

TEMPERANCE NOTES
Speaking of the moving of Delmonico's famous down-town restaurant in New York, an exchange
says:"It was not unusual in the
old days for brokers to be seen with
flushed faces long before 'Change
closed. Now it is the exception. A
broker who drinks in business hours
is a marked man. His stay is short,
and his success is shorter."

2~0u."

Temperance is a part of the ChrisThat is
tian
Yet exactly what Miss Gert- that religion. The Bible teaches
the body is the temple for the
rude Sickler, of Wilton, N. J.,
has written to Mrs. Pinkham. indwelling of the Holy Spirit and
that God will destroy him that defiles
She says:
" I suffered terribly with sup- it; and surely there is no destruction
pressed and painful menstrua- more hopeless aDd mournful than
tions. Doctors could only keep that visited upon the soul and body
me from having fits each month cf the drunkard.
by giving me morphine. This
Men complain of the ignorance,
continued until I was compoverty, and crime that find thempletely prostrated.
" My father at last got me a selves multiplying in our communibottle of Lydia E. Pink/ianis ties. How many have estimatedhow
Vegetable Compound, which much of all these can be traced to
at once gave me relief. It did the one single bad habit of intem-

a strong statement.

?

what the doctors could not
cured me. I never have any
trouble now, and have no dread
of the coming month.
" I owe my life to you. Oh !
?

if other suffering
women would

gka«BsSßft
YjLk' 5/

try your valliable medicine

they would bless

you as I do."

All druggists sell it.
Address in confidence,
Lydia K. Pinkham Med.
Co., Lynn, Mass.
Lydia. E. Pinkham's
LiverPills. 25 cents.
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quan'ity, and of an unnatural viscid-
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perance which destroys body and
mind, ruins home and family, and
banishes God from man's heart? As
we diminish the evil c ffects of this
vice, can we not see a change for the
batter coming in the heart, and in the
h >me preserved or redeemed ?
Chiistian men and women, let us
unite to keep this terrible evil from
our homes so that God and happiness
may dwell with us.

Ripans Tabules relieve scrofula.
Ripans Tabules banish pain.

IN THE
CHURCH.

was followed by a decadence of the

hostility which it had created, and
by the birth of an American party

CATHOLIC within the Roman Catholic Church

itself. In spite of this plain teaching of history, a fanatical movement
The Weekly Register remarks that
for we can dignify it by no better
the Catholic Church was solely
gained con iderable
title his
enabled to withstand 'he deadly war strength in certain parts of the West.
carried on against her in Germany It is reported by t c press
to be
bythe fact thatthe children h?d been sustained
by
chiefly
foreigners
instructed and strengthened by more Englishmen, Canadians, Orangemen,
than six thousard missions given dur- Scandinavians, and some Germans.
ing the twenty years preceding the How thorough is the organization
"Thousands
Kulttrkampf.
lost which underlies and at the same
their property ard their liberty, time has grown out of this movewent to prison and into exile ment, it is impossible to judge. We
for their faith ; andwhat is still more suspect, however, that the magnitude
not one mm rebelled again t the of the movement and the numbers
cruel hand that struck them. They who support it are very considerably
had learned to pray and to suffer, exaggerated. Sectarian prejudice and
and God granted them victcry in the passion are inrlimed in certain locallast."
ities by the most absurd reports, as
The celebrated Protestant histo- in Peoria by the story that Bishop
rian, Wolfgang Merzel, frankly con- Spalding had stored a lot of Winfesses that "the missions in the chester rifles in the basement of the
Catholic Church, in their tranquil cathedral. The most ridiculous of
external features, are the image of these outrages on truth, honesty,
the peace they bring to the inmost and common sense is a bogus enheart of man. There is an irresisti- cyclical attributed to Pope Leo XIII
ble attractiveness about them, excommunicating the people of the
because they evidence so much United States in a body, and
declarpower of religion amid the corrup- ing on or about the h of September,
5
tion of our age that no one a'sisting, 1893, when the Catholic Congre.-s
not even if he had come fu'l of prej shall meet in Chicago, 111, "it will
udice, could help being overcome be the duty 0f the faith'u' to cxrerwith a kind of awe. Even members minate all heretics found in th<*
of the Evange'ical persuasion were jurisdiction of the
United States of
deeply moved, and owned that noth- America." The first impulse is to
ing occurred which could be inter- greet such a bogus proclamationwith
preted offensive to them, but that on a laugh, but the men who have issued
the contrary a truly evangelical and are printing it have p'obably
spirit in Apostolic simplicity and not wholly misestimated the inte'lipower had been revealed to them." gence cf the constituency which they
Merz 1 add*: "One sets how the are addressing, and will succeed in
old mother-Church is in the advance, temporarily exciting the passions of
since she can gather such meetings fear ard hate, intensified by ignorwithout fearing the least excess ance and an untducated conscience.
from
her
or
ridicule Every minister where this monstrous
own,
from outsiders. In the face of effort to stt man against his fellowthe deep earnestness cf her man is makirg itself felt ought, at
Sacrament of Penance a'l mockery whatever cost of unpopularity to
disappears alke with all the sins himself, to follow the example bravely
confessed."
set by Washington Gladden in
Hieh and authentic testimony was Columbus, whose exposure of the
given to the salutary effects of pop- spirit, aims, and character of the
ular missions when the Protestant American Protective Association,
Herr Yon Gerlach summed up the popularly known as the A. P A.,
resul's of close inquiries made was not without a very decided effect
throughout Prussia in these terms: in that city. The ministry can render
All < ffi rials, without one exception, no better service to society than to
cannot find words enough to rraise turn on the .light upon the powers c f
the beneficent influences of popular darkness in such an exigency."
missions, not only with regard to
visible effects upon jublic j istice Mount St.
Mary's Academy.
and morality, but still more so as to
MANCHESTER, N.H.
the inner spirit of Christian discip
Under the direction of the Sisters of Mercy.
line and charity."
This large, beautiful, home-like institutionin thefirst city in
?

?

?

"

ONE FOR THE A.

<

P. A.

The Christian Union condemns
the A. P. A." thus.
It is interesting and somewhat
disccuraging to observe the extent to which history repeats itself.
The know-nothing movement in
1853, though in its immediate political effects transient, produced a
permanent evil result in setting
Roman Catholic and Protestant
The
against one another.
decadence of Native-Americanism

"

"

. . .

'

the State offers excellentfacilities for a refined, solid education,
cultivation of moral and religious principles, and care
f
health.
Differences of religion are not regarded in the admission of
pupils who are willing to conform to the general regulations.
The scholastic year commences thefirst Monday in September, and closes the last week in June. For terms and all additional particulars required, apply to the Mother Superior, Mt.
St. Usui, M«tir*h<M* r, N
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MRS. WINSLOWS SOOTHING STBI'P
has been used for over FIFTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDRIN
WHILE TEETHING,with PERI- ECT SUCCESS.
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OUR OBJECT.
To furnish sound, instructive, and entertaining reading
for the Catholic Family.
To explain, illustrate, and defend the doctrines, devotions,
a id practices of the Church.

EditoNral otes.
It gives us pleasure to see that our

editorial articles (printed regularly
on pa c it of The Review) are so
frequently copied by our Catholic
exchanges. It is flattering to ourselves, and it naturally gives us a
high opinion of their taste and dis-

crimination.
New subscriptions to The Review
are constantly pouring in. One
friend, Rev. Father John Bradley of
Rochester, N. H., sends us this week
nineteen new names, with a check for
the amount. Our circulation is already larger than that of any other
Catholic paper in New England, and
is steadily growing.
We do not know how General
Armstrong, the new Indian Commissioner, stands on the mission school
question, but in his recently published
interview on the Indians he shows
more hard sense, practical judgment,
and real
" business " than we have
encountered in the Department for
many years.
The theologian of the Herald has
tackled the question of unity among
the Protestant sects. His solution,
like all strokes of genius, is a beautifully simple thing. Beghi with the
Congregationalists and the Episcopalians, and let all Congregationalist
ministers hereafter be ordained by
Episcopal bishops, and there you
are." The two churches concerned
are yet to be heard from.

"

A Unitarian paper says :
There
is no great future for any foreign
church here.
The true church
will be the best church and it will be
American." Yes, and Catholic.

...

short (not to be impolite), besides
being unfair and malicious in argument he does not know what he
writes about.

speak of or even to hint at such a
thing as Catholic "supremacy" in
the United States. The Congregationalist has, no doubt, spoken its real
mind, but it has been incautious.

olic Church encourages and enjoins,
Heretofore the belief of the Reand which should be followed at
formed Catholic Church " has lacked
A Massachusetts man and a New
the World's Fair.
definite statement, but this has been
Yorkerhave been disputing in a magThinitv Sunday, May 2s, will remedied. A member has declared azine as to the origin of the idea of
close the Paschal season. If you in a court of justice and under oath public schools. The New Yorker
have not made your Easter duty, do that a "Reformed" Catholic is a makes it plain that the idea was not
it before that day has passed. After good Christian, who will not throw invented by the New England Yanall, it is not a hard or terrible thing, people over benches in a religious kees, but was brought to this country
by the Dutch, who settled in New
but very simple and easy. It needs meeting."
York. But it is pointed out by the
only a little determination to do what
An esteemed correspondent, not a Catholic Review that in Holland free
you know is your duty.
Catholic, writes us that the Col. public education was an old story
Ashford, from whose report on long before the Reformation. In
Thk Methodist Bishop Vincent, Hawaii we quoted recently, is un- fact, the people of the Netherlands
writes in the Forum about the Pope trustworthy, and his report a were not only a sturdy and self*
in Washington; " being frightened maliciously lying document. We respecting, but a pious and Godrace, as is shown by the beauby the coming of Mgr. Satolli. know nothing of Col. Ashford's ante- fearing
tiful and striking pictures given in
Bishop Vincent's article is a warningto cedents, and copied his report as the national tales of Hendrik Conthe people against Rome." So deeply official. Our correspondent's defence science.
They were particularly
in fact is he seared with this brand- of the Protestant missionaries in anxious to give their children a good
ing-iron of Rome hatred that he even Honolulu, taken largely from Mr. G. education and the notion of public
brought to
talks about Roman Rome," which P. Lathrop, consists in the assertion schools which the Dutch
New York was inherited from their
seems to be superfluous, except that that they have been leaders in the Catholic ancestors.
it shows his state of mind. He talks commercial and industrial developof the Church's "power over a ment of the islands, have held posiThe Sum thinks that some of the
depressed and ignorant mass," of tions of responsibility and control, professors in our American colleges
"distrust," of "false peace," of and have been able administrators, might learn something by attending
hostility to every distinctly Amer- while the natives owe to them their the debate in the Latin language at
ican principle," of disloyal leaven " education and advancement.
We St. Francis Xavier's College, New
working all through the land. He have never heard any denial of the York. So far as we know, there is
even descends to what Cardinal New- ability and energy of the missionaries not a college in the land, aside from
Catholic institutions, where students
man called "poisoning the wells." or of their success in matters of trade
are expected or taught to speak Latin
He quotes Cardinal Gibbons' noble and politics. In fact, it is for their as well as to read it.
declaration:
Next to God, our great activity in those matters, and
country should hold the strongest their predominating, almost exclusive
The young men of theArchdiocesan
place in our affections," and tries to attention to them that we have often Literary Union of Philadelphiaintend
break its force (since he cannot deny heard them severely arraigned. We on Memorial Day to decorate with
that the Cardinal said it openly and cheerfully admit that there were and special honors, the graves of Comto all the world) by insinuating that are doubtless many of them very good modore Barry, the Father of the
he did not mean it, that the Car- and disinterested men, but it is to be American Navy and Thomas Lloyd,
dinal certainly penned those words observed that the charges against the brave soldier of the revolution
and first secretary of the American
with their full Roman meaning in his them are numerous, constantly Congress. This will furnish a fitting
mind."
repeated, definite, and by no means reminder and object-lesson to certain
Now we pass over all the rest of coming mostly from Catholics, but noisy and malicious persons who are
his insinuations and direct charges, from Protestant travellers and non- just now trying to persuade people
the Catholics of this country are
though every one of them is false and Catholic officials. Our correspond- that
not patriotic.
unfounded; but we ask if this can ent's letter is unfortunately too long
indeed be a Christian minister, a for publication.
Professor Drtjmmond, in his Bospreacher of the Gospel of truth and
ton lectures, said one thing which
We take it as a sign of the turning was well worth while and which comlove, of justice and charity. If he
can prove Cardinal Gibbons a liar of the tide and a beginning of a return ing from an evolutionist, may have
and a hypocrite he should do so. But to sanity that a violent anti-Catholic more weight than if uttered in the
to insinuate it; to take the very organization in Cheyenne, Wyoming, pulpit. To the current objection that
not scientific " he
words which disprove his charges has just been defeated in an election Christianity is
that
he denied the
replied
simply
The
agitators
against Catholics and get rid of them for school trustees.
and challenged any one to
charge,
the
last
but
the
citcity
year,
by intimating that he speaks with a carried
name the really eminent scientific
double tongue, that he has the full izens made a coalition this year and men who deny Christianity. There
Roman meaning in his mind '"? this beat the A. P. A. out of sight.
is too much timidity on the part of
is as dishonest in argument, as conChristians when any one says scior scientific "to them. Chrisence"
temptible in controversy, as cowardly
One of the most reasonable and
tianity is in possession,it holdsthe field,
and shifty in contest as anything sensible of the Protestant religious
and before our beliefs are thrown
that we might expect from the most papers of Boston thinks that the aside like an old glove they must be
unprincipled, mean and unscrupulous Duke of Veragua, the Columbus cf positively disproved. This never
unbeliever who ever poisoned the to-day," must survey with peculiar has been and never will be done.
wells since controversy began.
feelings the wonders of the new
Much is said of the great change
Moreover, if Bishop Vincent world, with its Protestant supremin
the position of the retiring Presidreally and honestly believes all the acy." Certainly it must be with
ent
; for four years headof our nation,
things which he writes about the equally peculm' feelings that any
then in one day aprivate citizen
and
Church he cannot be very clever. All ordinary citizen, with truly American
like
the rest of us. But what is that
these things are questions of fact. If ideas, reads such a sentence. Does
to the come-down for Mrs. Dorchesthey are true they can be proved. Of this same journal never boast of the ter, for whom an office in the Indian
course he has never lookedinto them. freedom and equality of all creeds Department was especially created!
The poor man reads them, believes and religions in our country? Is it Now she is on the cold world once
them (if he does believe them), and not one of our chief glories that there more and the office is abolished. No
more travelling at the people's exgives them out through the Forum is no supremacy" of any religion
pense
and queening it over Indian
gecond-hand. This is not the way here ? And is there or could there be
children and unlucky trembling

"

"
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Sunday, and one which would make
it a jolly, free-and-easy holiday and
nothing else, there is a middle course,
pious and sensible, which the Cath-

"

"

"

"

"

''

"

"

"

"

''

"

"

"

''

"

"

In getting away from the old Puritan idea of Sunday, which identified
"
it with the Jewish Sabbath, we have
in this country sometimes gone too of ft really clever man. The Meth- anything more hateful or in its eyes schoolteachers, No more mighty
far in the other direction \u25a0, Between odist bishop evidently puffers from more outrageous than for us, for blows dealt at Rome! Adieu, Dr,
etyervano!} 9t ypry rigid and narrow limitations, fn inafance, as a Catholic journal, jo and Mrs. DorcheHtef J
ft Srvfft (W)<7
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Large as a Dollar
Were
the scrofula sores on my poor little boy,
sickening and disgusting. They were espe-
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dally severe on his legs,
back of his ears and on
his head. His hair was
so matted that combing
was sometimes Impossible. His legs were so

J* bad that sometimes he
r/

Jk

could not sit down, and
w leu ne tr eu t0 walt
m his legs would crack
open and the blood start.
Jos. Hi.by.
physicians did not effect
a cure, t decided to give him Hood's Sarsaparilla. In two weeks the sores commenced to
heal up; the scales came oft and all over his
body new and healthyflesh and skin formed.
When he had taken two bottles of
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Hood's Sarsaparilla

he was entirely free from sores." HarryK.
Ruby, Box 356, Columbia, Pennsylvania.

HOODS PILLS are a mild, gentle, painless,
safe and efficient cathartic. Al'iraja reliable. 25c.

union among Protestants, how utterly
hopeless must be the scheme of a
union which shall embrace Catholics
as well as Protestants! We are
aware that our Protestant friends

generally choose

to

ignore Catholics

We clip the following from a neigh
boring contemporary as a very good
specimen of the reasoning of our
Protestant Episcopal friends in favor
cf making themselves the established
church by swallowing up all other
denominations. [The italics aie
ours]
?

As an evidence of the truth of the assertion that the Episcopal Church is rapidly
becoming the common ground for Christians of all religious denominations, note
the following statistics of the class confirmed by the Right Rev. Bishop Potter on
Palm Sunday at St. George's Church, New
York, Rev. Dr. Rainsford, rector. 'Whole
number confirmed,'2oS; of these 88 were
reared in the Episcopal Church, 53 had
1been Lutherans, 28 Presbyterians, 19 Roman
Catholics, 7 Methodists, 3 Congregationalists, 1 Baptist, 3 Unitarians, 1 Dutch Reformed, 1 French Calvinist, 1 French Protestant, 1 Hebrew and 2 unclassified.

:

We fear our friends of the Protestant Episcopal persuasion take an
undue pleasure in heralding to the
world conversions of "Roman Cath
olics." What the prospect is of conversions from other Protestant denominations on a large scale may be
learned from a perusal of the "Symposium of Christian Union," in a
recent number of the Independent.
The proposition was msde that out
of the one hundrtd and forty-eight
denominations in the United States
those -which were divided into a
greater or less number of families,"
that is the sixteen kinds of Lutherans,
the twelve kinds of Menorites, the
seventeen kinds of Methodists, the
twelve kinds of Presbyterians and
thirteen kinds of Baptists, should
first be united among themselves,
preparatory to a general union of the
various denominations in a lump
But the general opinion seems to be
thaf , as one revererd gentleman
expressed himself, "the d fnculties in
v-ay of consolidation of the various
families would be as great as, or
greater than those which would be
met in an attempted union with some
of the churches in other grot ps."
It strikes us that the result of that
symposium was anything but encouraging to the friends of Christian
union among Protestants. To us it
furnished conclusive proof if the
proof were needed of the utter
impossibility of any one Protestant

"
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Christians.

Bu , now, what is the value of such
a report as that we have placed at
the head of this article? Nineteen
Riman Catholics are reported to have
been corfimed in an Episcopal church
in New York. Obviously, without
reference to lha character and circumstances of these allegedconverts
(and we take for granted there was
no mistake in the number), the fact
has absolutely no weight as an argument in favor of the superiority of
the Protestant Episcopal Church.
We tbiDk it very likely that other
Protestant denominationscould show
a similar miscellaneous list of converts. And if the argument is to be
measured by the length of the list,
the Catholic Church may well put in
its claim to superiority, for she can
show a list larger than all other denominations put together, ard that
list is constantly increasing, a very
respectable contingent being furnished by that very church which our
contemporary puts forward as the
all-embracing church.
There is
hardly a Catholic church in the country which is not constantly receiving
converts from Protestantism They
are not trumpeted to the world. The
world knows little of them, except
when they are persons of distinction,
and then the world itself will pro
claim them, though they may prefer
not to be made consp'cuous.
Then there is generally a marked
d fference between Catholics who
apos'at'ze to Protestantism and the
Protestants who are converted to
Catholicism We lay it down as a
postulate that it is utterly impossible
for a well instructed Catholic, one
who understands his religion
who
comorehends the argument to be
intellectually converted to any particular form of Protestantism, unless it
be that of free thought, which is in fact
infidelity. We acknowledge that an
intelligent Catholic may through some
powerful temptation lose the graceof
God and fallinto temptation to scepticism and infidelity. There is at the
present time a powerful tendency to
"scientific" agnosticism, and some
priests and even some converts have
been seduced and lost their faith,
but they do not return to any form of
Protestaniism, or if they do pretend
to return to their old belief it is a
mere sham and deceit. We have
known of some who fell away but were
They were all at
never satisfied.
sea but still seemed to have a linger?
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They kept up theirinterest in it, continued to read Catholic books, associated with priests, their whole conduct indicating their weakness and a
sort of hankering for the good things
they had lost.
The motives for apostasy are num-

cedents and the environment of each.
We will not say one word for we know
nothing in disparagement of their
good character, but we will venture
the assertion that not one of them
was an intelligent, thoroughly instructed Catholic, and in every case other
influences besides those of honest, intellectual conviction were brought to
bear upon them.
We should like especially to ask
what these converts gainedby their
change. The question of profit and
loss is a very important one. We
mean of course not loss and gain in
spiritual but in worldly sense. Conversions to Catholicism are often attended with great sacrifices. Sons
and daughters are cut off by the unfeeling parents, without a shilling,
and even turned out of doorsand left
to the cold charities of the world.
But we have never yet heard of the
conversion of a Catholic to Protestantism which involved any great sacrifice of either wealth or position. In
a community especially where Protestantism is predominant and where
the avenues to social distinction lie
through Protestant influence, the
temptation to apostasy, especially of
weak, ambitious and ill-instructed
persons, is very great. Of course all
souls are eqaally precious in the sight
of God, but viewed temporally and
argumentatively, we could afford to
exchange a hundred such converts as
we have indicated for one Newman,
or Manning, or Faber, or Brownson
orIves, or a multitude moretoo numerous to be mentionedwho have literally

Some are disgruntled by
scandals ; some fall through pride ;
others are disappointed in some secretambitious designs; some through
immorality. It is said on good autherous.

ority that Dr. Forbes of New York,
while rector of St. Luke's E jiscopal
Church, was an intimate friend of Dr.

Ives, Protestant bishop of North
Carolina, and that they progressed in
High-Churchmanship until they used
to go to confession to each other.
Dr. Forbes finally preceded Dr. Ives

in joining the church When expostulated with by Dr. Ives and asked
the reason of his unexpected lapse,
he replied "The fact is, Doctor, as
you very well know, every avenue to
promotion in the Episcopal Church
was closed to me and there seemed
to be no other way open to me." He
was a proud, spirited, ambitious man
He went to " Rome" and was disap
pointed in the attentions paid him
He came home and after a while took
everybody by surprise by publishing
a very brief letter of retirement from
the church. Yet, that same Dr.
Forbes, when asked by a lady who
had been converted to the Catholic
Church by him what she should do
toldher if she was satisfied where she
was to stay in the Catholic Church j
and he sent more than one inquiring
soul to the church after his apostasy.
Dr. Ives was an entirely different
character, a man of great humility,
sincerity and integrity of character.
He went to Rome, knelt at the feet of
the Holy Father, hung up the insignia of bis office, came back a fervent
Catholic layman, and spent a useful
and honorable life in devotion to the
interests of the Church and his memory is held in benediction to this day
and will not soon be forgotten. We
mention these two cases as a practical illustration of the influence of
character and motive in the work of

:
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forsaken father and mother, houses
and lands, worldly prospects and
worldly distincdons for the kingdom
of heaven's sake. Thank God they
have not lost their reward even in
this world but they have enjoyed the
comfort of a sure and certain faith,
a reasonable and holy hope and a
bright anticipation of a blessed and
glorious eternity in the world to

come.
The Catholic Church can name 500 upright and intelligent persons men and
women of fairly high social standing who
have been converted to it from Protestantism in this country within the past fifty
years. Protestantism of all denominations
cannot produce 5 eminent and virtuous Catholics who have gone over to it in that same
half century. And the 500 do not make a
tithe of "Rome's Recruits"?that number
is used simply because the quota could be
easily filled from the legion of American
converts who during that period have sought
safety in the old, origin*), grid only Church
?

?

conversion.
Before attaching the least impor
tance to the nineteen "Roman Catholic" converts confirmed in an Episcopal churchin New York, we should
absorbing all the rest. ing affection for the Catholic; Church, want to know the character, the ante- of Christ.
?

>
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perpetual belief of* the last decade that 'uxury
ret u rf c money'
s tne perpetual effort of
_«_s»=s-=S=B
=
thi« decade to prove >'
this untrue."
Evidences of its untruth are constantly seen.
,l
,n the early eighties the possession of a Brass
Bedstead was a patent of gentility. The id;a
3
still linger?, although the efforts of the last five
\u25a0afil l iu'.... \u25a0\u25a0""
i
>3 years rave brought the price of an Architectural
f|5 lillSS* \u25a0~.,,\u25a0 i~:«'il l;i
.!! Brass and White Iron Bedstead dn»n to a point
';:
&-S3t,-_
;
makes it the cheapest to buy.
1
"i|iii Jjij ii jj] pi afljaii I Thus your purchase of an Architectural Brass
to-day points a curious paradox; you
2iJiJ
??~"aws»F
are buying the cheapest bedstead that is offered,
but the world says it is.the badge ef luxury.
First in strength, first in lightness, first in neatness, first in durability, and first in the
I

in thfir schemes for union, though a
large number of them, especially the
High-Church wing of the Episcopal
church, recognize the Roman obedi"
ence " as a " branch" of the true
church. Surely 250,000,000 of Christians who hold all that is true among
and adorn the home.
Protestants, and something more, are power to beautify
Lowest in price.
entitled to some consideration when
you are planning for the union of all
f

THE ARGUMENT OF CONVERSION.

THEN AND NOW.

But if there is no hope of a general
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HOW TO BE HAPPY-

Are youalrost disgusted with life, little mim ?
I will tell you a wonderful trick
That will bring you contentment, if anything an
Do something for somebjdy, quick;
Do something for somebody, quick !
Are you awfully tired with play, little girl ?
Weary, discouraged and sick ?
I*ll tell yoi the loveliest game in the world
Do something for somebody, quick ;
Do something for somebody, quick ?

?

?

towards it, doubtful whether the flakes
of snow had not deceived her; but no,
she found it crowned with a multitude
of little white stars shaded with crimson rays, and she carefully broke off
a branch to hang up in her oratory,
over an image of the Blessed Virgin
which she had venerated from childhood, and she joyfully returned towards the castle, carrying her innocent
offering. Whether this little tribute
was really agreeable to the mother of

LEGEND

OF

OUR

LADY OF THE Jesus, or whether it was only that

FLOWERING THORN.
From the infancy of the Church,
images of our Blessed Lady have
been in use among the faithful, to
enkindle and to keep alive in their
hearts a tender devotion to the
mother of God. When the barbarians overran the Roman Empire, the
Christians, fearful

of profanation,

hid these statues of the Blessed Virgin in the most secret recesses of

pleasure which the heart feels at the
slightest effusion of tenderness towards a beloved object, the soul of
the lady was that evening filled with
the most ineffable sweetness. She
promised herself a great dealof p'easure in going every day to gather a
fresh garland to adorn the statue of
her mother Mary, and she was faithful to her resolution.
Now it happened that one day, being very busy in relieving the wants
of the poor who came to herfor alms
and kind words, she could not go to
gather her garland before the shades
of evening had covered the earth,
and as she approached the thicket an
uneasy feeling came over her, occasioned by the increasing darkness.
She was thinking that it would be
difficult to gather the flowers, when a

caves and forests. The Huns and
vandals spared neither age nor sex,
and when the tumult of war had subsided, few or none remained to withdraw those statues from their hiding
places; and they rested until the
providence of God made many of
them be discovered and often in a
miraculous manner.
"Our Lady of the Flower'mgThorn" calm clear light seemed to overspread
was one of these, and the marvelous the bushes.
Startled at the sight, and fearing
circumstances of the discovery are
related
a
of
the
by
chronicler
that robbers might be lurking there,
thus
she paused for a moment, but reolden time:
side
the
Jura,
the
western
of
membering she had never once omitOn
there once stood an old baronial resi- ted to bring her offering, she boldly
dence. Its noble owner had heard ventured forward, though it was with
the voice of St. Bernard calling a trembling hand she plucked the
through the length and breadth of branch that seemed as if it bent tothe land, to the rescue of Jerusalem wards her.
During that night and all the next
and of the holy sepulchre. He had
Hail
thrilling
words,
to
the
the lady reflected on what she
day,
listened
to thee, holy city, city of the Son of had seen, without being able to acGod, chosen and sanctified to be the count for it, and her heart being pensource of salvation to man. Sove- etrated with the mystery, she went
reign of nations, capital of empires, the following evening to the thicket,
metropolis of patriarchs, mother of accompanied by a faithful servant
prophets and apostles, hail to thee." and her old chaplain. The soft light
The infidel had taken possession of was seen as they approached, becomher, and Christendom rose to the res- ing every instant more bright and
cue. Who has not heard of what the vivid. They stopped, they fell upon
world calls the fatal ending of St. their knees, for it seemed to them
Bernard's crusade! yet surely not that this light came from heaven.
fatal to those devoted souls whom Then the good old priest arose, and
the love of God inspired to fight for moved with reverential step toward
the land where Jesus suffered and the thicket, chanting a hymn of the
died for them, and who fell on the Church; he put aside the branches
battlefield, to rise and grasp the crown which appeared to open of their own
of glory. Among those heroes of accord, and 10, a little image of the
the cross, fell the lord of our castle Blessed Virgin, rudely carved by unon the Jura, leaving a widow to skilled though pious hands, was desmourn her loss while she rejoiced in cried in the midst of the bushes, and
Sorrowful, yet always it was from this statue that the light
his gain.
rejoicing." Their names have been emanated. "Hail Mary, full of grace,"
lost in the lapse of ages ; he is only said the prie-t, kneeling before the
remembered as the crusader, she as image, "and at that moment a melothe saint.
dious murmur was heard through the
It was on one of those days when surrounding woods, as if the chant
winter, about to leave the earth, seems had been taken up by the choirs of
to cast himself into the bosom of angels." He then recited those adspring, that our saint was walking mirable litanies in which faith speaks
along the avenue of her castle, her the language of the most sublime ecmind full of pious meditation. She stas}; and after repeated acts of
had reached the termination of the veneration, he took the statue in his
avenue, when her eye was attracted hands to carry it to the castle, where
toward a thorny bush, and there she it would rest in a sanctuary more
saw an arbutus laden with the richest worthy of it. The lady and her serblossoms of spring. She hastened vant followed with hands joined and
?

"

"

bended heads, repeating the responses of the solemn litany.
It were needless to tell of the
elegance and rich deccations of the
niche where the hoy image was
placed, surrounded with bl?zing
lights and rich perfumes, while the
lady and her household knelt in
prayer until morning advanced but
lo ! when the beams of the orb of
day arose upon the earth the image
was nowhere to be seen.
Why had the heavenly Virgin quitted the widowed saint ? What new
dwelling had she chosen ? The
blessed Mother of the lowly Jesus
had preferred the modest shelter of
her flowery thorns, to the splendor « f
a worldly dwelling; she had returned
to the freshness of the woods to
taste the peace of solitude and the
sweet exultations of the flowers All
the inhabitants of the castle proceed
ed at evening to the wood, and
found it more resplendent than ever.
They knelt in respectful silence.
Queen of angels, Queen of all
saints," said the chaplain, "it is here
thou art pleased to dwell, be it as
thou wilt "
And soon a temple was raised on
the spot, embellished with all the architectural beauties those ages of
faith and poetic sentiment could inspire. The rich adorned it with
gifts, and kings lavished o«i it j*wels
and gold. The renown of the nvracles wrought there, drew large crowds
of pilgrims, and ere long a convent
reared its head, of which the saint
became the superior. She died full
of years and good works, and our
Lady of the Flowering Thorn repure soul, and carried her
ceived
in her maternal arms to the blissful
bowers of paradise, where thornless
flowers bloom forever around the
Throne of God.
?

'

thought it

ovt-r and finally concluded
that it was certainty a miracle.
In the evening, when he re'urned
to the college, his roommate met
h'm with a frown, saving, ?'A petty
trick
p'aycd on me, I had to «tay
indoors all day, because you took my
coat, and I c»uld not find yours "
'? Your coat
! " exclaimed Jame«.
'Yes, my c at; and to p-ove it you
will find m i money in the rght hand
p cket "
The money was gone, so there was
nothing
James to do but to
the whole story. Of course hisschoolmates teased him abotu it, but his
father was so pleased, when he heard
of his son's charity, that he not only
sent James the two coins to give back
to his roommate, but doubled his
monthly allowance.
Yeats after, when James was a
priest, he built a hospt'al for the
poor, which you can see today, if you
go to Par's. He probably never
worked any miracles, but he spent his
life in helping the poor.

BURNING

COALS

UNDER ASHES.

Look at the man commonly called
the \u25a0' respectable theif." He brought
it about by unjust means to squeeze
the rich out of his gold and the poor
out of his mite. He is now a big
man with his neighbor's property;
he moves among people of means, of
plenty, and may be of "honor
bright.'' The membersof his family,
one and all, belong to the fashionable
world. They put on much honestly,
of course, as they do not know that
they put on their neighbor's good;
and it would be vulgar to let them
kn <wit. Meanwhile persons and
familiesrobbed of their property drag
out a miserable existence. Pray,
tell us if the respectable thief does
not heap coals of fve on his bead,
FATHER COCHIN'S MIRACLE.
just as the common thitf does ! May
be the burning coals are kept hidden
Wh-sn the famous Father James under ashes, yet they do not die out.
Cochin was studying to become a There is another life, as there is a
priest, his father a'lowed him fifty just God. Only wait for God's o»n
francs a month for pocket money. time; jus'icemust a-'d will have its
course
The greater pait of this sum the
young man gave away in charity, and
the end of the month usually found
him with an empty purse.
One day, as Jarres was out walk
M
ing, he met a poor woman who told
Drafts on Ireland for £1 and upbim that her children had nothing to wards can be had at our office at
eat and that her husband was sick low rates. We are up-town agents
and out of woik. The young man for all the steamship companies and
furnish tickets to and from the Old
listened to her story, but, though he
Country. Please give us a call.
pitied her, he had nothing to give.
)o(
However, the woman begged him to
search his pockets, as it might be
that Gcd would woik a miracle, and
18-20 Essex St., Boston.
put some money there.
Established 1854.
To prove that he had nothing,
James was about to turn his pockets
INTERIOR DECORATORS OF
inside out, when he felt something
in
hard one cf them, and to his great
surprise he drew out two gold coins.
ETC.,
These he gave to the woman, who, 27 Beach Street.
Boston, Mass
smiling through her tears, exclaimed
Did I not tell ycu so, a miracle!
James was greatly puzzled at this.
Where had the money come from ?
He was sure be had none of his own
for he had given his last coin to a
poor man some days before. He 1439 Tremont Street, Boston,

Ireland!
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?
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AmonO
Jgust urselves. I when you want a helping hand to pall
yoil out of a

Conducted

by

Aunt Bride.

TT UNT BRIDE has received a
good long letterfrom a friend
of hers in Springfield. There
are some things in it which may interest the rest of you, so she will give it
to you entire;

lr\

Springfield, Mass , Apiil 28, '93.
My Dear Aunt Bride:
You remind me of our poor prisoners,
who may receive as many letters as are sent
but have the privilege of answeringonly one
in a month. This is quite a probation for
our patience. As patience is a virtue, we
must have some or get some, which is it ?
I must ask you some questions, otherwise
you would find nothing worthy of answer in
my letters
I always did ask many questions ; people
who are not ashamed of their utter ignorance usually do.
Let me make an effort to show that I
exist
I often wondered if your columns are
opened to home-makers or to domestics
especially ?
Sometimes I have had gi Is who take
Catholic newspapers, then again I have had
others who will not even read those provided
for the home in common. I have been told
we should never address a woman as Reverend, such as " Reverend Mother," Rev"
erend dear Sister." Is this true ? Agaip,
we often have our attention called to " Rev.
Mr.*' I think one title is enough, but wish
to do the proper thing.
Summer is coming and you and I know
what it is to have hundreds and thousands
of school girls idle. No idle time for me !
I think it would be lovely for us all to prepare a little box for Christmas. There are
so many simple things of lome manufac
ture which amuse children and we could all
send our boxes into the convents, parochial
residences or St. Vincent dc l'aul societii s,
who will receive them kindly as it will save
them much at such times.
You would not believe how very difficult
it is to get our people interested in the simplest kind of charity. We wish our daughters to grow up warm-hearted and of sweet,
gentle disposilions, do we not ? You are so
good not to ask us for little bits of letters
When all this is written rut it appears
lengthy, but in reality it is but a little thing,
just one of those little things that go to
make life pleasanter and happier.
Very truly yours,
?
L. A. Marsh.

Aunt Bride is very thankful indeed
to this correspondent for her interest-

ing letters. They always give her
something to think about though
Aunt Bride and Mrs. Marsh do seem
to have two very different viewpoints.
Aunt Bride has often pictured to herself the wonderful qualities she would
like her daughter to have if she had
one. She agrees with Mrs. Marsh
that she would like her to be generous and warm-hearted, feeling
strongly the misery ami suffering,
tphysical, mental and moral, of the
world. But she would wish her to
be something more than sweet and
gentle and prone to almsgiving, which
(is generally what we mean by charity.
Aunt Bride would prefer that she
should have a stroog sense of justice
and that she should be a strong, selfreliant woman. Nice, sweet little
bodies are charming to take tea with
when you have an afternoon off, but
you go to the other sort of woman

tight place.
?\u25a0
It seems a trifle early to talk about
To any one sending us THREE new subscribers and three dollars we shall mail, postpaid:
Pious Treasury of the Sacred Heart, xamo. A New Manual of Catholic Devotion
Christmas. In fact it seems only a ThePrinted
from the Irish edition.
few weeks since last Christmas to
The most complete Prayer Book of the size ever published. Comprising, in a compact form, but in
clear print, all the principal Devotions selected from the most approved sources. Among the
most of us hurrying folk, but after good, large,
contents may be found Devotions for Mass in four different forms. The most approved Devotions to the
all it isn't at all too soon to begin Sacred Heart of Jesus, Devotions to the Blessed Virgin, Rosary of the Blessed Virgin, Stations of the Cross,
Psalter of Jesus, Novenas, etc., in a handy, convenient size for either man or woman. French morocco
working to bring the Christmas spirit the
Full Gilt, Nickel Plated Rims and Clasp, Tinted Paper. $1.75.
of love and helpfulness into all our
To any one sending us FIVE new subscribers and five dollars, we shall mail, postpaid :?
homes. Aunt Bride thinks her cor- Chateaubriand's
Genius of Christianity; or, The Spirit and Beauty of the Christian Religion
With a fine Steel Portrait of Chateaubriand. Demy Bvo. Cloth. $a.to.
respondent's suggestion a very good
every
A Book for
Catholic family. It should be read by all.
one. But wouldn't it Ire better for
any
each one or each group of girls who
sending
To
one
us TWELVE new subscribers and twelve dollars we snail mail, postpaid, A
are thinking of starting a Christmas Catholic dictionary. Containing some account of the Doctrine, Rites, Ceremonies, Councils, arid
Religious Orders of the Catholic Church. Edited by Thomas Arnold, M.A., Fellow of the Royal Univerto look up some particular family
sity of Ireland. Sixth edition revised with additions. Bvo. Cloth. $5,00. One of the most remarkable
and useful books of the present time.
where Christmas gifts are rare and
make the gifts especially for those
To any one sending us TWENTY-FIVE new subscribers and twenty-five dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
individual children, rather than send Works of Most. Rev. Archbishop Spalding; Comprising Reviews, Essays, and Lectures on
Historical, Theological, and miscellaneous subjects. Svo. Cloth.
them to some big institution ? There The History of the Protestant Reformation in Germany, Switzerland, England, Ireland, Scotland, The Netherlands,
France, and Northern Europe Bvo. Cloth.
are only two forms of almsgiving
Lectures on the Evidences of Catholicity. Bvo. Cloth
with which Aunt Bride hasn't a quar- The Complete Set, in 5 vols., Bvo, fine edition, cloth, extra, with appropriate back and side sumps, put up
in neat box $13.00.
rel. One of them is giving to little
children who naturally expect to Ire
To any one sending us THIRTY new subscribers and thirty dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
provided for; the other the caring for Gerald Griffin's Works. Comprising : The Collegians, Card Drawing, Hollandtide, The Rivals, Tales
of a Jury Room, Duke of Monmouth, Tales of the Five Senses and Night at Sea, Poems, Invasion, Life
the sick, the aged and the inlirm.
by his Brother.
Complete sets in boxes, 10 vols., cloth, $15.00.
The care of the insane and the crimTo any one sending us FORTY new subscribers and forty dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
inal is a matter of necessity for the Father Faber's
Celebrated Works. Comprising: All for Jesus, Bethlehem, Blessed Sacrament,
Creator and Creature, Foot of the Cross, Growth in Holiness, Hymns, Notes on Doctrinal and Spiritual
comfort of the rest of the community
Subjects (2 vols.), Life and Letters, Precious Blood, Poems, Spiritual Conferences. Complete sets,
13
and is thereforethe business of all the
vols. In box. Cloth, $19.30,
people through the State Officials and
To any one sending us EIGHT HUNDRED new subscribers and eight hundred dollars we shall give
so can hardly be called charity.
A SCHOLARSHIP IN BOSTON COLLEGE,
Promiscuous almsgiving always comprising a complete classical and philosophical course of seven years.
seems to Aunt Bride a very bad thing.
To any one sending us TWENTY-FIVE HUNDRED new subscribers and twenty-five hundred dollars
In fact she doesn't admire Lady
we shall give
Bountiful at all. It breaks down the
A SCHOLARSHIP IN ST. CHARLES COLLEGE,
feeling of self-respect and self-reliance includinga full classical course and board for six years; or
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS IN GOLD.
which good citizens, no matter how
deliver
prizes
by
have;
free,
We
mail or express.
On the other
poor, ought to
Money should be sent by Post Office Order, by express or check, not by Postal Note.
hand, Aunt Bride knows many
The new subscribers must not be members of families already taking the paper.
Names and money should be sent as soon as received, and the canvasser will receive credit for all such
money
and names at the close of the canvass for any prize.
families of good, honest, self-respectAddress: Rev. JOHN O'BRIBN, East Cambridge, Mass.
ing people with whom life is a severe
Any one sending us a new name and $1.50 in cash
CDPfIJI AI'L'UU rpn OIIDPfiDIDCDO
struggle for necessities, and toys and bfHUAL
UrT&K 1U JjUDuIKIBCKh. wil| recelve nlB ~a per for a yeal for 50 cerits
books must be considered luxuries. one half the usual price: that is the f 1.50 pays for both subscriptions, the old one and the
new one; while
persons who will send us two new names and (3 in cash will receive
Now, if the girls and women who "The Review those
" FREE for one year.

.

want to

prepare Christmas boxes

would look up some of these families
and send their gifts to the children
in a friendly way, not as alms but to
show that they believe in the brotherhood of mankind, they would be
gratefully accepted by those who
would resent being classed with the
recipients of alms.
However, while Aunt Bride does
not want to be thought contrary, she
cannot help saying that she does not
agree with her correspondent that our
people are at all behind the time in
their interest in charity. Some of
the grandest, most extensive benevolent institutions she knows of are
carried on by Catholic religious with
very little blowing of trumpets and
they are supported by the little gifts
of the poor rather than the great ones
of the rich.
Isn't it a matter of custom, the use
of Rev. ? Aunt Bride doesn't set
herself up as authority on such subjects you know.
Bey. Mr." or
Rev. Mother " seems to her tautological. We sometimes say "Bey.
Father," but it is in an affectionate
way rather than a formal one. The
customary mode of address is '« Rev.
John Smith," or "Rev. Father
Smith." Aunt Bride has never heard
of any strict rule that covers these
things. It would seem rather a matter of taste. Mother and Sister seem
sufficient to indicate that the bearer
of the title is a religious and therefore
worthy of the reverence of ordinary

"

_

"

people on that account. She has
seen the expression
" Rev. Mother*'
used and it does not seem unpardonably incorrect. Perhaps some of
Aunt Bride's readers know more
about this question and will be good
enough to share their knowledge.
As to Mrs. Marsh's other question,
Aunt Bride wishes to say that her
department is most certainly intended
for everybody who is interested in it.
Aunt Bride does not consider "domestics " as a special class of people
at all. So all of you take up your
pens and write to
Aunt Bride.

SELF-HELP.

friendly spirit.

They have outstretched their hands and touched the
public heart. Men who win in love
do their own wooing, and we never
knew a man to fail so signally as one
who had induced his affectionate
grandmamma to speak for him.
Whether you work for fame, for
money, or for anything else, work
with your hands, heart and brain.
Say I will," and some day you will
conquer. Too many friends hurt a
man more than none at all.
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Fight your own battles, hoe your
own row, ask no favors of any one,
THEO. E. LANGLOIS,
and you will succeed a thousand OUtlClj.
amui AGKNT,
times better than those who are 4-6 EQUITABLE BUILDING, BOSTON.
always beseeching some one's patronage. No one can ever help you as
«$
you can help yourself, because no one
DMALMKS IN
will be heartily in your affairs. The
first step will not be such a long one,
77 Leverett St., Boston.
perhaps; but, carving your way up
Lowest prices for solid goods.
the mountain, you make one lead to
another. Men who have their
CO TO
fortunes are not those who had $5,-000 given them to start with, but
started fair with a w*ll-earned dollar
For Reliable Goods at
or two. Men who have, by their own
Reasonable Prices.
exertions, acquired fame, have not
been thrust into popularity by puffs
begged or paid for, or given in
53 CAMBRIDGE STREET, BOSTCH.

*

'

Gbas. StrattOD

Sod,

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,

CROWLEY

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS,
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©Patient
no virtue if there Q
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be a remedy.

Beecham's

a

Hills_
(Tasteless;

O

In fact, the housewife has always three powerful assistants at
hand, by whose aid she may largely
prevent the entrance and spread of
disease in her home? soap and water,
(especiallyatthe boilingpoint), plenty
of fresh air, and floods of sunshine.
These are ordinarily the best disin-

Q

fectants.

cure Indi-0
Q positively Biliousness,
Q
Qgestion,
Headache. WhyQ
QSick
Q endure continued Q

©Martyrdom?

?ooooggo^cgi
MedicaH
l ints.
SUNSHINE, AIR AND WATER.

The old saying that dirt is healthy
no longer holds its gro' nd in the
light of modern research. Not all
dirt is actually disease producing it is
true; but all places where filth accumulates, or where there is decaying
matter of any kind, are very likely to
afford abode and sustenance to any
disease germs which may be floating
about in the air, says Good Housekeeping. Here they multiply and
wrx strong and lie in wait to attack
being that
the first animal or
comes along, whose vital frees are
not strong enough to bar the entrance
of these microscopic enemies. No
soiled clothing should lie about sleeping apartments, no rubbish should
accumulate in the attic, no rotten
rags under the sink, no decaying
vegetabtes in the cellar, no soiling
matter or dust anywhere. Disease
microbes do not crawl about actively
like flies; they are invisible, liv'ng organic dust, and can often be gotten
rid of as such. The greatest sanitary safety lies in absolute cleanliness.
Powerful disinfectants are mainly
useful in the hands of a reliable physician, when disease actually exists in
the house; but they lose much of
their effect, unless all that can be
done in the way of cleanliness has

bers.

BENEFIT OF YAWNING.

" Not only is it very healthy to
yawn," says a French physician, " but
artificial yawning should be resorted
to in cases of sore throat, buzzing in
the ears, catarrh and like troubles."
It is said to be as efficacious in its
way as gargling the throat, with
which process it should be combined.
The reason stated is that during the
act of yawning there is considerable
stretching of the muscles of the
pharynx and soft palate, which are in
this way put through a sort of massage ; besides this, in the act of yawning the throat tubes contract and
drive into the pharynx the mucus that
has accumulated.

Dr. Haffkine writesfrom India to
the Russian papers that he has conquered cholera by his inoculation
method. He has tried one hundred
persons, and obtained assuring
results. He promises, also, on his
return from India, to make these
facts public. If this statement be
true, it will prove a valuable revelation. It is conquests of this kind
which bring permanent joy and bles-

sing to the world.
Miss Homersham, a lecturer on

nursing, recommends that the sickroom should contain only two chairs:
" A very comfortable one for the
nurse and a very uncomfortable one
for the visitor."
epidemic in Antwerp
and cholera is still prevalent
in Russia. If America escapes a
visit from these plagues this year, its
Smallpox is

freedom from pest will be most Prov

already been accomplished. They idential.
are substances which, in the liquid
More can be done to check cholera
of gaseous form, are intended to by keeping
houses clean than by
meet and destroy all living disease tons of disinfectants.

microbes which may be floating in
the air, lodged in the belongings of
the sick room, or which cling to the
person or exist in the discharges of
the patient. Others than a physician
may sometimes apply these things intelligently and with effect; but for all
ordinary household sanitation, the
mistress would better confine her
efforts to bringing her house, its furnishings and its surroundings into a
condition as near to perfect cleanliness as possible.
In the prosecution of this sanitary
work, sunshine and fresh air are also
valuable aids. Direct sunshine is
generallybelieved by investigators to
be hostile to many disease microbes.
If this be true there is one more
reason why sunshine should be freely
admitted to all our rooms. Volumes
of fresh air are extremely useful in
sweeping out the microbe laden air

WHEN YOU SPEAK.
Fpeak ungrammatically.
Study books of grammar, and the
writings of the best authors.
incorrectly.
Don't pronounce
pronunciation
to
the
L'sten carefully
of cultivated people, and consult the
Djn't

dictionaries.
Don't mangle your words, or
smother them, or swallow them.
Speak with a distinct enunciation.
Don't talk in a high, shrill voice
Avoid nasal tones. Cultivate a chestvoice. Learn how to moderate your
tones. Talk always in a low register,

low.
Don't use profane language. Don't
multiply epithets and adj actives;
don't be too fond of superlatives.
Moderate your transports.
Don't use meaningless exclamaof dwellings, and especially rooms tions, such as "Oh, my!" "On,
which have been used as sick cham crackey, etc.
but

not too

CATHOLIC SUMMER SCHOOL'S
OBJECT.
The object of the Catholic Summer
School of America, as it will now be
termed, is to bring to people of all
ages?to busy people as well as to
those of leisure; to the rich as well
as to those of small means?an op
portunity of hearing lectures or pursuing lines of study in various departments of knowledge, without
going through a long curriculum at a
college or university, writes Mr
George Parsons Lathrop. It is not
a teachers' school; it is not a young
people's school; nor an old folk's
school, nor a special or limitedschool
of any kind ; but a place where everybody, of any degree or condition, illustrious or obscure, so long as he or
she be- of good life and clean occupation, may come and learn those things
which belong to a higher education.
Here in the leisure of a summer vacation, every such person may, for
the payment of a trifling fee, listen
to the best thought of the world, condensed and presented simply by unselfish masters of study. They may
thus, as in an interval of recreation,
put themselves abrea<t of the latest
knowledge or discovery in history,
natural science, literature and the
arts, or philosophy, as the students
in those great old Catholic universit
ies, which preserved and increased a'l
human learning through the Middle
Age and passed it down to m dern
men, were able to do.
All these branches are to be
offered to those who attend, in the
light and with the consecrating touch
of universal, i.e., Catholic Christian
truth. The original prospectus held
up as a maxim Cardinal Newman's
declaration that 'Truth is the object
of knowledge of whatever kind ; and
truth means facts and their relations.
Religious truth is not rnly a p rtion
but a condition of knowledge. To
blot it out is no'hing short of unravelling the web of university teaching "
To that maxm the Catholic Summer
School of Amerca holds always.

A WORD ABOUT TALKING
Talking is really a more serious
thing than most of us think. We go
on talking sometimes just to keep
away from an awkward silence, or to
hide our real feelings, or to hear our
own voices, and we never stop to
think of the effect. Yet it is doubtful if even the slighest word is entirely
lost. It probably leaves an impression where we least expect it. Someone who has heard us talking some
foolish nonense has weighed our
character and found it wanting. Or
perhaps when we have felt out of
sorts we have given way to our feelings and said angry, vehement things
that have hurt our dearest and nearest savage little darts of speech
that have made "the little rift within
the lute that bye and bye will make
the music mute," or rather that have
made the little wound in an affectionate heart that nothing will ever heal.
Making up, and saying sweet, penitent things are all very weli but
?

\u25a0iDHNSfflil Nlgig
For Internal and External Use.

Stops Pain, Cramps, Inflammation in body or limb,
like inacic. Cures ('roup. Asthma, folds, Catarrh.CholeRheumatism, Neuralgia, Lamera Morbus Diarrhoea,
back, Stiff Joints and Strains. Full particularsfree. Price
35cts. post-paid. I. 8. JOHNSON<S6 CO., iioston. Mass.

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

Steerage, $14.00 and $25 00.

Second Cabin, $30.00 to $40.00.
First Cabin, $45.00 to $100.00.
Drafts at Low Bates.
General Agency for all Lines.
Swiftest and Best Steamer*.
Orders by Mail or if.xpresx promptly attended t«.

Chas. Y. Dasey,
7 Broad St., 4 doors from State,
Rottcra, Ma».

they're only half-rate measures at
best and the little sore is apt to be
festering at the root of the friendship
in spite of them.
All the girls who talk loudly on the
streets are not those who work in
noisy shops. They do it, more often
than not, simply to attract attention.
Why they should want to be looked
at is a mystery. Many girls insist
upon being spoken of as ladies, and
usually theybelong in the category of
the loud talkers, yet one of the most
unladylike things a girl can do is to
call attention to herself in a public
place.
A CAT STORY.
A member of the Zoological So-

ciety says:,"I once had a cat
always sat up to the dinner
with me, and had his napkin
his neck, and his plate and
fish. He used his paw of
course, but he was very particular
and behaved with extraordinary decorum. When he had finished his fish
I sometimes gave him a piece of
mine. One day he was not to be
found when the dinner-bell rang, so
Just as the
we began without him
plates were put around puss, came
rushing upstairs and sprang into his
chair, with two mice in his mouth.
Before he could be stopped \u25a0he
dropped a mouse on his own plate
andthen one onmine. He had divided
his dinner with me, as I had often
divided mine with him."

which
table
round
some

During the week, 13 children : 7
boys and 6 girls, were received into
the Home for Destitute Catholic
Children; 5 boys and 2 girls were
placed in families, 1 boy and 2 girls
were restored to their relatives. Remaining in the home May 11, 254
children- 147 boys and 107 girls.
The following subscriptions and donations have been received for the
week ending May 11 : Rev. L. P.
McCarthy, $25 ; Rev. H J. Mulligan, #10; Messrs. J. F. Reaiden, D.
F. McCallien. John Tighe, E. J Crannelly, Mrs Parker, Friend H, Friend
G, Friend, $5 each ; Mr. John Hart,
Mrs. O'Brien, and a Friend, $1 each.
Donations of money, clothing, stores
or any articles useful to the children
or in the home are respectfully
solicited.
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HINTS FOR THE KITCHEN.

Cooks Like
anything that makes cooking easy. Baking is made
easy with

(|Yoiantfs
Baking Powder

It always works and works
well. Helps the cook out
wonderfully. Keeps food
moist and fresh, too.
"Absolutely the Best."

The ousewife.
H
AT HOUSE-CLEANING TIME.
Just now the carpets and oil-cloths
receive much attention. The dyehousescleanwoollen carpets very well,
but the carpets shrink. A thorough
beating by some one who knows how
is usually all that is required.
In case you wish to remove oil
from the carpet, without taking it up,
pipe-clay, thoroughly beaten in will
absorb it within forly-eight hours,
when it can be brushed off. This is
just the opposite, in its action, from
naphtha. Water spilt upon carpets
should be sopped up, not rubbed.
A solution (not too strong) of
castile soap and water is all that is
needed to cleanse oil-cloth properly.
Nothing should be used which will
soften the varnish.
In order to retain for a uumber of
years the freshness of the original
pattern, oil-cloth should receive, at
least once a year, an even coat of the
best copal varnish, with but little
turpentine added, unless the time for
drying is limited. An extra coat at
time of purchase is worthmany times
the expense.
In laying carpets, spread the entire
carpet upou the floor. Turn back a
portion the spreading of the lining
over one-half the room, lapping the
latter so as to retain the dirt upon
the surface. Then open that portion
of the carpet, after which spread the
other half. Commence to lay the
carpet on the straight side, fitting the
window-recesses, jogs, and fireplace
last.
All plaits on stair-carpets should
be made on the rise, and never on
the tread. Stair-carpets should be
removed and the carpet slipped an
inch or two once a year, to insure
good wear. Be careful not to use
too large a tack. Carpets should be
laid smooth and tight, as they look
better, and wear much longer. If
you wish wish to clean and brighten
your carpets after they have been
beaten and put down, wipe them with
a cloth wrung from water, to which
a little ammonia has been added. A
tablespoonfill of ammonia in a gallon of water will often restore colors
in carpets : it will also remove whitewash stains from them.

Prime wheat Hour should have the
following characteristics: When
handled, none should stick to the
ringers ; if a handful be squeezed, it
should not' sift through the ringers,
but should clog together, forming a
little ball, which will show the mark
of the fine lines of the palm for
some time after release; if a little
ball of Hour be dropped on the table,
it should even then preserve its form
and continuity, at least in large
measure.

It is not every one that knows
how to cook dried fruits properly.
This
is oftentimes the
reason
why people do not like
them. Prunes and apricots are
delicious, if prepared in the right
way. They should be washed and
soaked in cold water for twenty-four
hours; then the kettle with its contents should be placed on the stove
and heated to the boiling point. Let
this simmer for three or four hours,
not adding the sugar until a half hour
before the fruit is taken up. It will
be almost jellied, and when served
with cream it makes a delicious
dessert.

not from vanity, but from nervous-

ness.
We have known a husband and
wife, well-to-do, handsome, cultivated, intelligent and accomplished,
who yet failed of the great social popularity which they eagerly desired,
because the wife was constantly fancying slights and snubs, where they
did not exist, aud getting the husband
to resent them.

Unlike the Dutch Process
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which is absolutely
pure and soluble.

! / ilthasmoretftanf/ireetimf*
thestrength of Cocoa mixe :
|

11 is delicious,

DIGESTED.

For a good, everyday household
angel give us the woman who laughs.
Her biscuit may not always be just
right, and she may occasionally burn
her bread, and forget to replace dislocated buttons, but for solid comfort
any day audevery daysheis a paragon.
Home is not a battlefield, nor life one
long, unending row. The trick of
always seeing the bright side or, if
the matter has no bright side, of
polishing up the dark one, is a very
important faculty, one of the things
no woman should be without. We
are not all born with sunshine in our
hearts, but we can cultivate a cheerful sense of humor if we only try.

ftVI

j| with Starch, Arrowroot or
Sugar, and is far more economical, costing less than one cent a cup.

k

THE CHEERFUL WOMAN.
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j)reparation of

W. BAKER & CO.'S
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are used in the

Sold

nourishing, and

easily

by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO.,Dorchester, Mais.

)

Quantity
Quality r^n

Yours ?
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As to quantity.
One
bottle of Knapp's Rootbeer )
) Extract will produce six to <
S ten gallons ofpeerless Root- )
)

?

(

(

i

beer.

TMONHCRE"MONITA
A PRACTICAL paper says: "BeCONTINUED
FliOM
PACK ONKj
I
ware of scented cakes." If a cake
is scented you can make up your And the one great, ever-present, conAs to quality.? lt holds
mind that cake was scented to kill stant, and all-pervading idea in this >
S
whole
scheme
the
same relation to other 5
teaching
of
is that the
the odor of bad materials.
greatest evil in the world, or in the ( extracts that the diamond )
Marion.
universe, is sin. To accuse the
1 does to the \
)
Catholic Church, we do not say of
One
rhinestone.
Xt
is
no
trou
and
men
to
commanding,
teaching
bottle
DON'T BE TOO SENSITIVE
ble to make
commit sin,?but of winking at it
makes
(
or remotely encouragingit, or of ever,
AII Grocers
and Druggists. \
There are people yes, many under any possibly conceivable cir25 cents a bottle. >
gallons.
people who are always looking for cumstances allowing it or giving the
slights. They cannot carry on the faintest permission or appearance of
daily intercourse of the family with- sanction to it, is to be guilty of an
out finding that some, offence is absurdity, a most silly and inexcusdesigned. They are as touchy as able error, and a most gross and cruel
and hideous slander and injustice.
hair-triggers.
If they meet an acquaintance who As the Jesuits are a Catholic order,
"fix?*'*\u25a0
tohappens to be pre-occupied with bus- existing in the Catholic Church, and :$!&
iness, they attribute his distraction engaged in educating Catholic youth,
in some mode personal to themselves, and exercising the functions of the
and take offence accordingly.
Catholic ministry, the same words
This is great nonsense. People apply to them. Their constitution is
are usually looking after their own for sale here and there. It may be
Retailers of
affairs, and thinking about them- read and studied at any time by anyselves, just as you are thinking about body who cares to take the trouble.
Dry Goods,
yourself and your own affairs. They There is nothing secret about their
Keep full lines of
have neither time nor inclination to instructions. They cannot give or
be constantly snubbing and slighting take permission to commit sin, any
Ginghams, Percales,
you. You flatter yourself when you more than other Catholics.
think that others pay so much attenThis particular piece of slander,
Prints, Linens,
tion to you.
we maintain, has passed all reasonThin-skinned people are always able limits; it is now time to " ring
Blankets and Towels.
unhappy. Get rid of this habit of the bell on it." Hereafter, in view
Take elevator to basement.
feeling. It is a compound of vanity of all the facts, and of the great
and suspicion, but it is mostly number of times that it has been
The lowest price
completely answered and disproved in
vanity.
If you always look for slights, you this country and abroad, it is fair to
Store in the city.
will always find them.
say that hereafterwhen any one shall
If you never suspect them aud see advance the Mouita Secreta " in an
''
only those which are unmistakable argument to prove the wickedness of
and intentional, you will see very "Rome" and the Jesuits, the fact
few.
should be sufficient to prove him
We have known a very intelligent, either dishonest and unprincipled in
gig.
£>t.
s?j?
amiable and really popular young controversy, or so careless about his QP
.»»«.
woman who led a most unhappy and charges, and so negligent in looking WASHINGTON AND BEDFORD STREETS,
wretched life because she was mor- up his authorities and sources as to
bidly sensitive. In her case it was merit virtually the same reproach.
SECRETA."
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ILrOishu etter.
In your mil ions, in

youi millions,
Gather, Irishmen, to-day,
Leal and true to Ireland's freedom
From the Saxon's cruel sw*y.
Ireland calls 5011, Ireland calls yon,
What her met sage to the brave ?
Ne'er shall tyrants or her traitors
Make an Irishman a slave.

For Erin shall we ever, ever, ever, ever, ever,
aloft the torch ri freedom's glorious light;
No traitor voice shall stay us,
No Saxon sword dismay us,
Qur marching song shall he, "For Ireltnd and for
Right."
Weary years of woe and sorrow,
Weary days of tears and pains,

Ye have borne till dawns the morrow
Of the rending of your chains;
Ireland answers, Ireland aiswers,
Fr m, the graves of pat iot
'Tis the hiur when freedom's glory
Only pttriot sons requires.
Courage, Ireland, 'gainst your foemen;
Cour.-ge, Ireland, as of yore;
Gather, gather, Irish ye^mtn,
As ye oft have done before;
Ireland calls you Ireland calls y. \\,
Listen to your battle cry,

Gather, Irishmen, for freedom,
And, for freedom do or die.

Demonstrations, great in num
ber, and in every respect worthy of
Catholic Ireland, were held everywhere throughout the length and
breadth of the dear " Old Sod " on
receipt of the news that the second
reading of the Home Rule Bill had
triumphed. An inspiring feature of
the celebrations was an exhibition of
some of the latent forces of the Home

Rule

Patriotic Protestunited with their exuberant
Catholic countrymen to show they
were not indifferent to the great issues or that their staying powers
were run out, and to prove that they
are as ready, fresh, vehement and
true as ever to battle for the cause.
It would takevolumes of The Sacred
Heart Review to give even the
briefest outline of the imposing demonstrations, nevertheless the writer
cannot deny himself the pleasure of
giving our readers an account of
the celebration which took place at
the home of his boyhood?rebel
Millstreet, County Cork.
movement.

ants

"When the result of the second
reading of the Home Rule Bill be-.
came known in Millstreet," writes an
old schoolmate, steps were immedi-

ately taken

"

celebrate the victory
manner
in a
befitting the occasion.
The brass band of the Young Men's
Societies turned out in full complement and preceded by torches and
lighted tar barrels marched through
to

the town playing national music.
The town was illuminated from end
to end. In all the popular celebrations of recent years nothing to equal
this one was ever witnessed. S\u25a0.ayat-home people who never ventured
into the streets on the occasions of
popular rejoicing were to be seen fxchanging congratulations with the
most democratic followers of the
band. In fact the pent-up feelings
of the people found vent, and in a
measure solaced them, for the many
weary years of expectancy. When
the procession reached the west end
of the town a halt was made under

the trees surrounding the chapel and
cemetery. Air.er retracing their steps,
the remnants of the tar barrels were
laid down in the fair green amid
cheers for the Grand G\d Man, John
Morley, O Brien, Davitt, Dillon, and
the other members of the Home Rule
Party. Subsequently two hundred
joung lads marched through the
town with a juvenile fife and drum
band and aired their national sentiments by playing ' God Save Ireland,'
'The
Boys of Wexford,' 'Garry
(
owen,' ' Wearing of the Green,'
' RUing of the Moon,' ' NinetyEight,' etc. During the night's rejoicing, in several houses were exhibited busts of Emmett, Parnell and
William O Brien. The mountain
slopes adjoining the town were dotted
here and there with bonfires and
from the high grounds could be seen
the plains of D.jhallow aglow with
fires of rejoicing for the dawn of
Erin's liberty."

:

j

._,

wagged their tongues in pious horror
at the immorality of the people of
Tipperary. Times have changed
since then. The tyrant of that period
is out of power, and now in order
to creep again into authority he has

proceeded to Ulster and* incited Orange mobs to wreck whole streets,
and to murder the Catholics and tic
police. The Catholics expected nothing better from him, but we pity
the poor peelers, his faithful servants
in tyranny during his reign of six
years. He now tells the savage mobs
to break the peelers' heads first and
then it would be easy to dispose of
3,5000,000 Catholics. We fear Mr.
Balfour is rapidly losing his senses,
and will in the near fu'ure have to
don the straight-jacket of the insane;
we can really come to no other conclusion as we peruse his bunkum,
which would deserve only ridicule
; were it not for what it will bring on
Catholics in Ulster, living in a minority among brutal and cowardly fan-

Time and time again we have paid atics.
our respects to the Tory spatial corThe anti-Home Rule Party is at
respondents in Ireland, those vile
present in mourning over the loss of
manufacturers of base slanders one of their most
formidable chamagainst the Irish people. They have pions, Mr. Neville Bruce. Mr. Bruce,
kept in the background for the past
be it said, is still in the flesh, neverthefew months, but now emboldened by
less there is weeping and gnashing of
the ut erances of Balfour, Salisbury teeth, because he has been converted
& Co, they have emerged from sefrom the error of h s way, and has
clusion and are at work at their old gone over to
the camp of the Home
trade with a vengeance born of dcs
Rulers. This is glad news for the
(Peration. One of those veracious friends of
Ireland, for Mr. Bruce, who
gentlemen, who undoubtedly concocwas so well known as a popular lected his yarn in that shrine of all the
turer on behalf of the Tory party
virtues?Smith Barry's rent office? will
shortly make his debut on the
has written a defamatory article to
Home Rule platform. It was a study
the Birmingham Daily Gazette, which
of the Home Rule question for the
does not contain a particle of truth.
purposes of opposition which conIn it he states 'that the Presbyterian
verted Mr. Bruce to the principle of
pastor of Cappawhite, near TippeHome Rule.
rary, was recently struck with a sod
There is scarcely a son or daughof tui f while conducting the funeral
services over one of his parishion- ter of the "Emerald Isle" to be
i ers." There is not and there never found who has not heard of that
was a Presbyterian pastor in Cappa- saintly daughter of Erin, Nano Nawhite, and that disposes of the vil- gle, the foundress of the Presentation
lainous slander. Again he says " that O.der of Nuns. She was born at
the Protestant dead were hooted in Ballygriffin in the County of Cork on
the streets of Tipperary, and their April 9, 1728, her father, Garrett
burial service mocked and derided by Nagle, being a gentleman of considjeering crowds." This was just as erable wealth, and very popular with
atrocious a slander as the attack on the peasantry of the neighborhood.
the imaginary Presbyterian pastor of B ing a devout Cat'aolicher thoughts
Cappawhite. We mention this inci- were turned to the miserably ignordent of the yarn told by the special ant" condition of the poor Irish Cathof the Birmingham Gazette, to illus- olic children, deprived under the
trate the vile attempts made to stir cursed Penal Laws of all opportuniup religious feelings in the English ties of education. In the 35th year
community. They are told that if of her age she established almost
Home Rule was passed, Irish Protest- privately in Dublin schools for the
ants would be at the mercy of the religious and secular education of
Catholics, and that Ulster would the very poor. Afterwards she boldly
have to fight for religious liberty. opened schools in Cork for the
This is utter nonsense, but how can same purpose, all of which were mainwe blame the Ulster peasants for tained principally at her own expense.
entertaining such wild ideas. That In these schools and in the houses
sanctimonious apostle of law and of the poor," says the Dublin Free
order, Mr. Balfour, visited Ulster for man, she labored at all hours and in
a purpose.
We now see what a all weather, teaching and advising
contemptible pack of hypocrites and sympathizing with the people in
Balfour, Salisbury and Devonshire their sorrows. In Sep'ember, 1771,
really are. In the hot fight against at her instance, a house for the recoercion when a few panes of glass ception of nuns of the Ursuline 0.were demolished in Tipperary, the -der was opened at Cork and a small
crash rang for three years throughout community in filiation with that of
the kingdom.
The above trio of St. Jacques in Paris was settled there.
gentlemen raised their eyes and So strong was the prejudice against

:

"

"

"

"

them among the dominant class that
for many years, except in tin privacy
of their convent, these nuns had to
wear secular dress. Disappointed,
however, that the Ursulines devoted
themselves chit fly to the education
of the rich, she collected together a*
number of ladies who agreed to devote themselves entirely to the poor.
Nano Nagle did not live to see the
full results of her labors. She died
lin the South Presentation Convent in
Cork, April 20, 1784, aged 55 years.
The work founded by her grew and
spread, and in 1791 the community
! was reorganized by Pope Pius VI.,
and given authority ' to erect and to
form, not only in the city of Cork,but
in other towns, houses for the
tion of pious virgins, whose dißy it
should be to instruct little girls in the
rudiments of faith and morals, to
teach them different works peculiar
to their sex, to visit sick females i»
the public infirmaries, and help them
in their necessities,''and in 1805 it
was fully established as the Presentation Order, with power to take
vows and with a rule founded upon
that of St. Augustine. There are at
present nearly 100 Presentation Convents ?most of them in Ireland, but
several in England, and some in
America and Australia

:

~

The committee of the Irish National Federation of Belfast have issued the following manifesto to the
Nationalists of that greatly disturbed

:

city
Fellow Nationalists. ?A great and!
weighty responsibility devolves npon you.
Your country's cause is on the eve of complete and final triumph. To you will be
given to enjoy the fruits of that liberty
which has been nurtured by the blood and
tears of generations of your fathers. By
moral force you have achieved the legislative independence of your country, and won
the sympathy of the British democracy and
th c applause of the world. Never, since
the Normans first landed on her shores, has
the future of Ireland been so bright with
hope, so full of glotiius promise for all her
children. 'Tis yours to guaid that future
for yourselves and for those who will come
after you. Moral force must maintain what
moral force has achieved. In this hour
your lives, your properties, all you hold dear
and sacred, the peace of your city, and the
free lorn of your loved land are threatened.
The minority which for generations has fattened on your decay, is seized with despair
at your fuccess and with envy at your approaching emancipation. Urged on by the
criminal appeals of interested demagogues,
and the smouldering fires of race hatred
and religious bigotry, fanned into flame in
their souls, the Orangemen of Belfast are
endeavoring once again te deluge the streets
of the city with blood of sectarian strife.
They have attacked your persons, they
have destroyed your property, they have
driven you from the workshops and factories, they have brought want and terror to
many of your homes, they have insulted
your religion and your country, and they
have done their best to goad you into resistance, that your blood may be shed by them
or by the officers of the law, and that you,
and through you, the Nationalists of Ireland, may thereby be discreditedin the sight
of the British masses who are now your
allies and your friends.
Be calm and patient. So far you have
borne yourselves like patriots and like men.
You have given no offence by word or by
deed, and, when attacked, you have not retaliated. Your conduct has given confidence
and assurance to your friends and leaders.
It has heaped coals of fire on the heads of
your enemies. Continue to maintain peace,
order, and sobriety at all hazards.
?

M.

J.

Roche.

The Sacred Heart review.
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countries.

The number of
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TO BREAK UP
attacks of colds, chills, fevers,
rheumatism, neuralgia, and
previous year. The number of feAj kindred derangements resultCrinoline or cholera
from severe exposure,
The shark is the oldest type offish. males was 52,429, a decrease of
KfLff ing
there's nothing so valuable
Which one will it be
as Dr. Pierces Pleasant Pel4,230. Comparing 1892 with 1891,
To sweep the western continent
m JHB
lets. No household should be
A leopard recently shot in Bengal Leinster shows a decrease of 2,158;
Mt.
without them, to meet just
In eighteen ninety-three ?
such emergencies.
l
|
v
((
had killed at various times 154 per- Minister, 4,028; Ulster, 1,799, and
s J
These little Pellets are tiny,
' Mf'R
sons.
\u25a0 sugar-coated things that evConnaught 201. The total number
Work taken in proper doses is a
m 1 ?, cry child is ready for. They
H «=>
\u25a0£? keep the whole system rpt/wIt is seriously proposed to purify of emigrants who left Ireland from good medicine.
in a perfectly natural
1851
to
1892
is
3,518,38:3.
way. They're a compound
the Thames by importing a school
Care for what you say, or what of refined and concentrated vegetable extracts; put up in glass vials, always fresh and
of crocodiles to act as river scavenyou saj' will make you care.
reliable; a handy and perfect vest-pocket

was

25,571, or 5,638 less than the

pi

-

?

A WONDERFUL CLOCK.

gers.

remedy.
If they don't give satisfaction, in every

Flattery is like your shadow; it case, your money will be returned.

Five hundred pounds were paid for
A Connecticut clock concern has
makes you either larger or smaller.
a couple of canaries in London re- just completed, after twelve
years'
cently. This is said to be a not un- work expended by skilled labor in
usual price for fine birds of the kind. original design
When a man's upper story is
and construction, a
empty his mouth will advertise the
timepiece which is said to rival that
The fastest swimmer among fishes of the famous Strasburg Cathedral, fact.
is the dolphin. Its speed varies from aud which is claimed
One who is never busy can never
to have no
thirty to forty miles an hour, and it equal in America. It is sixteen feet enjoy rest, for rest implies relief
can swim around and around a ship high, with a six-foot base, made of from previous
labor.
sailing at a high rate of speed.
black walnut
polished and
highly

It is asserted that waterproof
sheets of paper, gummed and hydraulically compressed, make a
material as durable as leather for the
soles of shoes. It also makes
serviceable horseshoes.

handsomely carved -with scenes representing American history from the
landing of Columbus to the present
time. At the lower part of the case
are allegorical scenes representing
mechanical progress during the past
century, every figure of each group
being in motion. The dial indicates
the day of the week, month and year,
the hour, minutes and seconds of the
day, the moon's phases and the tides.
The clock can be seen at the Columbian Exhibition. It is valued at

friend, pray be not indiscreet
Tlis weather is warm and fair
But elms for one week more at least
To your winter underwear.

My

Sometime when you are suffering from
Catarrh, think of the thousands of hopeless
cases which must have been cured by Doctor
Sage's Catarrh Remedy, before its proprietors
could be willi'ij; to say, as they do: "For
any case of Catarrh, no matter how bad,
which we cannot cure, we'll oav SMO cash."

collapsed when a man in the crowd
sang out:
' You'd get shot for a
goose before you flew a mile."
?

?

?

?

Don't scowl; it spoils faces. Before you know it your head will resemble a small railway map.

Teacher.? If one woman can
make a dress in three days and
another can make it in five days, how
long will it take them to make it working together?
Johnny
Oh, about a week.
?

the exhibits in Massachuat the World's Fair,
will be what is believed to be the
veritable torch carried by Israel Putnam into the wolf's den in Pomfret,
Conn, in 1734.
$6,000.
Among

setts

building,

A rare visitor to English waters
has been caught off the Lincolnshire
coast between Skegness and Gibraltar point
a fileback sunfish. The
creature weighed three-quarters of a
ton and was over 7 feet long.
?

Father Hennepin, the missionary,
\u25a0discovered coal in 1009 in what is now
?Ottawa, 111., and this appears to be
the first record of the finding of coal
in America, but it was not mined
until nearly a century and a half later.
The waters of the river Tinto, in
Spain, are as yellow as a topaz, and
petrify the sand in a short time. If
a stone falls into the river and rests
upon another they both become perfectly united and conglutinated in a
yeai. It withers all the plants on its
banks, as well as the roots of trees,
which it dyes of the same hue as its
waters. No fish live in the stream.
The Austrians consume more tobacco than any other nationality or
race on the globe, civilized or savage.
Recent investigations by eminent
statisticians give the number of
pounds consumed annually by each
100 inhabitants of the different
European countries as follows : Italy,
128; Great Britian, 138; Russia,
182 ; Denmark, 224 ; Norway, 229 ;
and Austria, 273.
The statistics of the emigration of
Ireland for the year 1892, presented
to Parliament, show that during the
year there were 51,000 emigrants a
decreaseof 8,808 as compared with
the year before. Out of this number 50,867 were natives of Ireland,
133 persons belonging to other
?

Customer.? Say, I've had to come
A little boy was asked what
back
with these boots I bought last
the Sunday-school text was. He
night.
answered, " Many are cold, but few
Bootmaker.? Weren't they all
are frozen."
right?
" She waved her umbrella and Customer.? Yes, that'sthe trouble.
caught his eye," said Hawkins.
One of 'em ought to be left.
A CURIOUS SANDBANK.
put his eye out?" asked
" Did it who
had seen women
Sinithers,
There is a sandbank at Connemara, waving umbrellas
CONUNDRUMS.
before.
on the west coast of Ireland, that is
the Mecca of every curiosity seeker
What did the children of Israel
How old are you, my littleman? "
"
that is fortunate enough to know of
eat
in the desert? They ate the
asked a gentleman of a tot who was
its existence. As a general thing
sand
which is there.
less than four years of age.
sandbanks are not a great attraction,
"I'm not old," was the indignant
Why is a solar eclipse like a
but in this particular case the attractI'm almost new."
reply.
mother
beating her boy? Because it
ive power is not in the sand itself,
"
is
a
of the sun.
hiding
but in the millions of extinct miniaI do not like a man that's tall;
Why are ships called "she's"?
ture shells, which are almost as
A man that's short is worse than all.
numerous as the grains of sand with
Because
the rigging costs more than
I much abhnr a man that's fat;
which they are intermingled. The
the hull.
A man that's lean is worse than that,
A young man is a constant pest;
largest of these little wonders are
What does a man take when he has
An old one would my room infest.
smaller than the smallest pin head,
a
mean
wife? He takes an elixir
Nor do I like a man that's fair;
and some of them so minute that they
(he licks her).
A man that's black I cannot bear.
can easily be put through the eye of
A man of sense I could not rule,
When did George Washington first
a common sewing needle; yet each
And yet I would not wed a fool.
take
a carriage? When he first took
is as perfect as the pearly nautilus,
A sober man I will not take;
a
hack
at the cherry tree.
my
A
man
drunken
heart
would
break.
the spider shell, the sea urchin, or any
All
these
I
mrst sincerely hate,
other marine oddity. They are of
What two cities in France remind
And yet 1 love the mairiage state.
all shapes and forms imaginable.
one of the trousers worn by dudes?
One will have the perfect outlines of
Toulouse and Toulon.
A teacher was explaining to a
a miniature basket, another will look
little girl how the trees developed
like a fairy's tobacco box, while a
their foliage in the spring-time.
third needs no effort of the imagina"Ah, yes," said the wee miss, "I
tion to give it the form of a bottle.
understand; they keep their summer WORK AMONG THE NE6ROEB.
The Hash shells of Ceylon and AusM
clothes in their trunks."
tralia are the only living representatives of these conchological wonders.
She was hurrying along towards
Naturalists who have examined the
FOR THE
the
railroad station with her long Training of PrientB for the Colored Nissions,
Ceylonese flash shells say that each
ii Cti. Snl>xrri|ilinii, Issnui every October.
is filled with a tiny bit of jelly-like gown drugging behind and in the
way.
M
substance, which, of course, is the
Become
a Zelator and get 20 subscribers.
gracious,
Mary,"
."Good
angrily
itself,
animal
but which is so infinSpecial benefits announced on certificatesof
itesimal that no distinction can be exclaimed her husband,
" what did membership.
observed between head and heart, you everwear that thing for?
Members received at any time. Medal
"
of the Holy Face and of St. Joseph to
mouth and stomach.
She responded cheerfully, " I'm every subscriber. Nine million negroes
all right. I wore it so I'd be sure to in our land outside the Church. Over
5,000,000 are unbaptized.
get to the station before my train
Send for a copy of
did." \u25a0
?

ST. JOSEPHS

"The Colored Harvest"

FRED. I. ARCHER, ft G.,
Prescription Pharmacist,

DORCHESTER LOWER

Boston, Mass.

MILLS,

___

" The

Colored

Harvest "

TO
A stump orator wanted the wings
of a bird, to fly to every village and
SLATTERY,
hamlet in the broad land; but he| St. Joseph't Seminar,,
Baltimore, Md.

Rev. J. R.

The Sacred Heart RevieW.

Brown

Miss Agnes M. Clerke, a Catholic, has this year won the five hun-

dred dollar prize given every seven
years by the Royal Institute of England for the best essay on the "Wisdom and B neficence of the Almighty
in the Department of Science."

Scapular

Of Ot Lady of Mount Carmel

i

A fine new parish hall, with gymnasium, reading-rooms, etc., has just
Sold at
been dedicated and taken possession
Madame Marlier's,
of by the people of the Church of the
173 Tremont St., Boston. Blessed Sacrament, Jamaica Plain,
Rev. Arthur F. Connolly, pastor.

Only 10 cents.

NCaethwolsicN
nd otes.

'

\u25a0

possesses
the oldest specimen of leather bindThe HuDga'in pilgrims are due ing known, viz., the St. John's Gosin Rome to-day, May 20.
pel, found in the tomb of St. Cuthbert andnow in the museum.
The Lord Mayor of London is one
of the St. Vincent dc Paul Society.

Stonyhurst College

Si

The address on "Church and
State," delivered recently by Hon.
A gentleman in St. Louis has W. Bourke Cochran at Boston College
given a $5,000 altar to the cathedral, has been printed in pamphlet form
of that city.
and is for sale by Catholic booksellers
\u25a0
for ten cents.
A new church, to cost $25,000,
will be built at once at Richfield
J. F. Loubat, of New York, has
statues of Leo XIII. to
presented
N.
Y.
Springs,
\u25a0
the Catholic University in WashingMiss Mary Josephine Fraenkel, ton
and the cathedrals in Carpineto
a Jewess, was received into the
and Perugia, Italy.
o
Church recently in New York.
We have received a letter from
Dr. Thomas P. Conlan, formerly Lowell, Mass., signed C. Cronin.
of East Cambridge, Mass., will be We wish the sender of this letter
married on Monday, June 5, in St. would forward us his or her address
The freedom of the city of
Francis Xavier Church, New York, to
Chicago
was presented to Columbus'
Miss Louise Marie Wilcox. Dr. and
the Duke dc Veradescendant,
Mrs. Conlan will reside in Brockton, lineal
The passes for the Duke and
gua.
Mass.
\u25a0
hta party are engraved on silver
orders
in
this
country
religious
plates.
the
will, through their schools, academies
ST. MARY'S INFANT ASYLUM.
and colleges, be represented in this
to
one
promises
be
of
exhibit, which
A general meeting of the St.
the most interesting and successful
Mary's
fair,
features of the
and whose success
Infant Aid Society was held
on
at
glory
Asylum,
will reflect great
the Cathothe
Sunday, May 4.
prove
its zeal in
Rev. Father Ronan made a brief
lic Church, and
address, in which he encouraged the
education.
ladies to continue their effurts in
We learn with pleasure that spreading
the good work for this
Father Gerard Spielman, of St. An- most deserving charity. Several
selm's Church, in New York, who ladies reported the success they had
last winter rowed over to North met with in endeavoring to establish
Brothers Island, regularly, nursed
branches of the society in some of
and ministered to the typhus fever the parishes. It is hoped that at
patients, and caught the fever, has the next meeting, which will be held
come through it in safety.
on the first Sunday of June, every
?
parish in Boston and vicinity will be
A number of Catholic students at represented.
Harvard University have taken steps
The present management hopes
towards theformation of a Catholic that every pastor will consider this
Club. The project has the consent home his own, where he can place,
and approval of President Eliot.
free of charge, any destitute child.
In order that the Sisters may have
sufficient means with which these
Ask questions:
children may be supported, it is pro"Is it handsome, genuine, accuposed to have a few ladies form
rate?
with
all
the
immodern,
Is it
branches of the society in their
provements? In all sizes and styles respective parishes, not only to collect
for everybody; the new, quickthe small sum of ten cents monthly
winding Waterbury?"
from ten persons, but also to aid the
Yes?to everything. A promiSisters in finding suitable places to
nent publisher writes:
"You made one additional cusboard the infants. The price paid
tomer, and my quick-winding Waby the asylum is $2 00 per week. By
terbury is a better time-keeperthan
will be credited
a hundred-dollar watch a friend of this plan every parish
money
by those
with
the
received
bought
ago."
some months
mine
Yet the cost ranges from $15 down
ladies, and also with any donation by
to$4. It has a jeweledmovement, and is cased in dainty
the pastors, or from church collecchatelaines, hunting-cases,
open-faces, filled gold, cointions.
Every jeweler
silver, etc.
This plan has the approval of His
it.3«
sells
\u25a0

Revere Highlands.

To the man or woman tired of living in the city
there is no place about Boston so pleasing as Revere
Highlands.
It has absolutely no drawbacks as
regards location, and is sold upon the easiest of terms.
Then, for investment, it has no equal. Lots sold
three months ago are worth to-day 10 per cent, advance. $1 to $i per week, without interest or taxes,
pays for a lot. Look into this if you should own <a
house lot.
I
SHERMAN, HANNAH & CO.,
109 Ames Building, Boston.

Grace, the Archbishop, and almost
every pastor in the archdiocese has
expressed his approval. The generous sincerity of this approval is shown
by the following list of donations :
?

Most Rev. John J. Williams, Archbishop
of Boston,
$S°°
Right Rev. lohn Brady,
ioo
Very Rev. Wm. Byrne, Y. G.,
ioo
ioo
Rev. Peter Rorjan,
ioo
M. Moran,
Cambridge,
O'Brien,
E.
ioo
John
ioo
Wm. P. McQuaid,
ioo
J. Frawley, C. S.S. R.,
" John Daly,
P. J.
ioo
M Joseph H.
ioo
Gallagher,
ioo
C. T. McGrath, Somerville,
ioo
R. J. Johnson,
M
O'Callaghan,
roo
Dennis
ioo
Brighton,
Rossi,
A.
I.
(
ioo
James McGlew, Chelsea,
The Marist Fathers, Boston,
ioo
R. P. Stack, Watertown,
ioo
Michael Ronan, Lowell,
ioo
ioo
" Wm. J. Corcoran,
ioo
James J. Chittick, Hyde Park,
ioo
J. C. Harrington, Lynn,
Arthur J. Teeling,
ioo
H. P. Smith,
ioo
ioo
John Qualey,Woburn,
ioo
M. O'Brien, Winchester,
*' WmPatrick J. Hally, Salem,
25
100
Wm. H. Fitzpatrick, Milton,
" Wm. D. Joyce, O. M. 1., Lowell, 100
Immaculate Conception Chnrch,
Boston, collected
380
100
L. J. Morris, Brookline,
100
James O'Doherty, Haverhill,
100
Augustinian Fathers, Lawrence,
100
Amesbury,
Nilan,
John J.
100
Francis A. FregugMetti, Quincy,
100
Galvin,
Somerville,
B.
J.
Richard J. Barry,
100
R. J. Patterson, ''linton,
100
Thomas Scully, Cambridgeport,
100
M. F. Flatley, Maiden,
25
Friend £, Boston,
25
H. R. O'Donnell, E. Boston,
15
Supple, Charlestown,
10
James N.Clarke,
E. Boston,
Michael
50
100
Peter McKenna, Marlboro,
100
Thos. F. Cusack, Hudson,
1,000
Mrs. Dr. M. F. Gavin,
Joseph
D.
Hon.
Fallon.
50
M. W. Quinlan, Brookline,
100

""
"
"
""
"
""
"
""
""

*

SLIP 'TWIXT THE CUP AND THELIP.
There's many a slip 'twixt the
cup and the lip " is a very old saying, and was first uttered to the King
of Samos, an islnnd in the Grecian
Archipelago, This king, Ancasus by
name, planted a vineyard, and treated
the slaves who cultivated it so badly
that one of tbem told him he would
never live to taste the wine made
from it. When the wine was ready,'
and a cup of it poured out for the
king, he sent for the slave wh6 had
prophesied his death, and asked him
what he thought of his prophecy
now. The slave replied, " There's
many a slip 'twixt the cup and the
lip ; and, just as he had spoken the'
words, Ancaeus received warning that
a wild boar had broken into hi*
vineyard, and was ruining it. Putting down the wine un'asted, herushed out to attack the boar, and
was killed.
Harper s Yoaug People.
'?

1

"

?

'?

""
""
""
"""
"
"
""''
""

John J. Kennedy,

100

Thomas Sproules,
5°
F. F. Driscoll,
50
Daniel Doherty, Monument Square,
Charlestown,
20
Patrick Higgins,
10
10
Martin J. Connelly,
Wm. H. Hardy,
10
10
Bernard J. McNellis,
10
Thomas H. Devlin,
10
Hon. M. T. D.mohue,
10
John W. McDonald,
10
Sullivan,
Patrick F.
John Lamb,
5
Dore,
10
John P.
annually, 5
H. L. Richards,

CATHOLIC RULE OF LIFE
Societies are of the utmost imporIf our Catholics do not join
Catholic sodalities, or confraternities,
or benevolent, or temperance societies, they will join societies that are
outside of the Church or forbidden
by the Church. The danger from
forbidden societies is greater in the
country districts than in the large
cities. Our Catholics living it cities
are sufficiently organised among
themselves.
There is no excuse or should
reason for city Catholics to join a
secret or non Catholic union. In the
country it is different. As the faithful are scattered and often limted in
number, it is more difficult to start
societies and keep them going.
Hence our Catholics are surrounded
by dangers. The agents of secret
societies speak to themkindly, entice
them, ensnare them. These agents
assure our people that their society
has nothing to do with religion absolutely nothing. But wait. From
the fruit you shall know the iree.
Let these Catholics remain two or
three years members of those societies, and they will cease to go to
church, or to frequent the sacraments. Hence never join any of
those societies without consulting
tance.

your pastor.

THE PENNY AND THD KING.
A bright, new penny lay in the
dust by the roadside, where it had
been dropped by a passer-by. As it
lay looking up at the sun it heard a

courier cry,
way !

"

" The

King comes this

as he galloped swiftly past.

" The King ! " exclaimed the penny,

Then I will brush the dust off my
face and shine my brighest, so that
bis majesty may see me and pick me
up." Poor penny, the King only
glanced at the bright spot in the dust
and, seeing it was but a penny, rode
on in staf e, with never another
thought for the coin. And the penny
grieved in its heart.
By and by a footsore traveler
came that way. He was weary and
hungry, for he had walked many
miles that day and had eaten nothing
since early morning. But he saw
the penny and quickly took it up and
hurried with it in his hand hVo the
city. Into a baker's shop he sped
and the penny was soon exchanged
for a stout wheaten loaf. As the little coin dropped into the baker's till
it heard the traveler say, That
penny has given me my supper, for
it was all I had, and had I not found
it I should have had to beg." Then
the penny felt glad that the King
had passed it by, for it found much
more pleasure in relieving a real
want than the company of all the
kings of the earth could have given
it.

"

"

MURPHY
Books,

Baltimore,

JUST PUBLISHED.

AN OCTAVE TO MARY. By Rev. John 8..
Tabb, A.M., of St. Charles College, Md. Eight
Poems in honor of the Blessed Virgin. Oblong
octavo. Cloth gilt, Bt.^O.
MAY BstiMHM ; or Spiritual Flowerets. By
Rev. L. B. Palladino, S.J. A series of brief paragraphs, each containing a practical suggestion to be
complied with, as an act of devotion towards the
Blessed Mother of God. Paper, gf. ctn.
ENCHIRIDION AD SACRARUM DIBCIPI.INARUM CI'I.TOKKH. By Rev. A. J.
Maas, S.J., of Woodstock College, Md. One vol.
Octavo. Half leather, SI.2S.
A CrUIDK TO THE IRUB FAITH, By
Rev. Peter J. Cuilen. iamo. Paper, 60 ct».

Join Murphi t Ci., Publishers, Baltimore, Mi.

